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Another Adversarial Attack
Supports The Truth
sist "order" (??)was forwarded PROGRAM IN THE WINTER
to me this morning and there- PAST? Could this mean the
fore I shall share it with you elaborate network and tower
immediately. If it doesn2tbear transceiver stations and grid
the most remarkable "finger- system IS NOT for monitoring
printsn of duly self-authorized "ETn communications but is,
adversaries (among us), then I in fact, used for OTHER MORE
have never seen such obvious MAGNIFICENT PURPOSES?
evidence. (Editors: Please scan (333) 4) "Final test monitorthis in, so that you have full ing today (2100Z26JUL) ?
benefit of the original document.) Why didn't they simply moniYou will NEVER get better con- tor the CIA and Edwards Field
firmation of several facts: 1) systems? Why would one "inPersons behind this take u s t e u e n c e n service waste so
very seriously indeed. 2)They much time, personnel and
would have found exactly money when others are moniwhat they were looking for or toring already? huther, does
they would never have DE- the one who instigated this
NIED it. ( ~ fin
, fact, they moni- meandering nonsense not realtored ANYTHING!) 3) Six ize that he represented the
months of special monitoring need for concern-riginally?
7 / 27192 # 1 HATONN
justtodiscountaUfictitiousn 5) Are we supposed to be imspace commander is most pressed with a Col. Bill Straton,
MONDAY, JULY 27; 1992
amusing and bespeaks the Hawaii992441232852?. Please,
idiocy of the government sys- print the text as received and
ATI'ENTION!
tem-WHY DID THEY PUT IN then I shall respond.
+*******
THE MULTI-MILLION DOLThe following Cease and De- LAR "ALIENn SPACESEARCH
RESPONSE:
July 27, 1992
Bulk Rate
TO:
2 2 34 2 2 6 4 82 4
U.S.PostagePaid
9924451232852 NOOOOOOO
Tehachapi, CA
(no?)OR (no-no?) NO4220
NO4220878337745983764
93581
64676734873587873
18775 64
Permit NO. 0020
49877 13697649 19649875387
4548383875
FROM: Cmdr. (Geo) G.C.
Hatonn

(Editor's note: The following
is the latest installment in a
long and color-1 array of attacks against THE TRUTH
presented in our publications. Wefeelgreatly honored
that our bringing of THE
TR UTH is so highly recognized and respected by the
"intelligence" community a s
to
warrant
such
disinformation attempts a s
you'll read about below. The
original F A X from t h e
ad versarial forces appears
on page 29, where this story
continues. You should read
that accusatory gem before
Commander's response below.)

I

O r Current Occupant

..."

I

578384547835-19469194
67963 177894465778 1378784
5378437843767646
RE: SIGNALS TEHACHAPI,
CALIF. OPS
4824 INTELLIGENCE SIGNAL MONITORING
1, EXACTLY SIX MONTHS
AGO, ENDING 2 100226JUL,
SPACECRAFT COMMANDER,
CEASED FORTHWITH TRANSMITTING 0 N SAID FREQUENCY, AND CHANGED TO
1694.333 (IN YOUR WEATHER
SATELLITE BAND). I APPRECIPlease see ATTACK, page 28

Earthquake Note
We received a call today (7/
27/92) from technically reliable sources in Los Angeles
reporting that o n f r i d a ~
there
occurred over 1OOsrnall earthquakes in the greater LA area.
Some of these were measured
to be, conveniently,just under
the 5.0 Richler level thut requires public announcement.
Also, manymanypeopleare
reporting feeling ill: dizzyJ
nauseous and other equilibrium problems and other effects of wry low frequency
acoustic waves (infmsound)
associated with ground motion.

,
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The FaIkland Islands Crisis-A Few Details They Didn't Mention
(Editor'snote:lt was 10 years
ago in April and May that Great
Britain and Argentina entered
into a little altercation over some
tiny, barren islands in the South
Atlantic. The news media had us
all saying the situation was little
more than "atempest in a teapot"
overownership of some cold and
wind-swept real estate that
hardly seemed worth the effort.
In JOURNAL # 13, SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET, pages
155-181, Commander Hatonn
painted a slightly different picture of the affair. It seems a few
little details were left out of what
we were told about the event.
We are reprinting the Fallcland
Islands story below because it
would be well to keep in mind
thut the same underlyingforces
behind that outmgeous deceptionare behind today's, too--only
withtengears more pdce.
And
for those readers following the
recent LBERATOR outlay of sec e t undergmund military installations and theirfinctions--well,
hem's a few more to add to the
collection under the heading of
"our tax dollars at work.")

41 1/ 90 # 1

HATONN

To give proper placement of
background, you must return
in your memories back to April
of 1982. Move back to the
Falkland Islands and South
Georgia Island and the war between Argentinaand Great Britain over these barren, windswept wastelands. Or, were
they? Oh, dear ones, what you
have not been told would fill
mammoth volumes and we
haven't time for that. I am going
to give you information which is
well-known in certain circles but
hardly known a t all to the populace-you the people. A few
have come into this information;
enough to confirm the truth of
my writings a t any rate.
On the surface the whole
incident represented a dispute
between Argentina and Great

Britain over those barren islands. But surely you have
learned by now, that nothing
is as it seems. You are told
exactly that which you are to
believe and you diligently go
about following the orders.
The so-called Falklands crisis was just the visible tip of a
giant military operation. During the month of April 1982,
fierce naval battles were taking
place, not only in the South
Atlantic but also in the South
Pacific.
The hostilities were very effectively kept under arrest by
wartime censorship on all sides
of the dispute (and yes, the U.S.
was most certainly in the dispute).
On April 30, a total naval
a n d a i r blockade of the
Falklands by the Royal Navy
began. At the same time a
counterblockade had been declared by Argentina in the same

story, the British had no choice
but to sail into combat; but in so
doing, they would be risking
even heavier losses on top of
those already sustained. In
short, Her Majesty's navy sailed
directly into a trap.
THE SPANISH ARMADA

The events which unfolded
in the South Atlantic carried
strange, ironic echoes of your
past. For weeks you had been
hearing countless comrnentators referring to the British task
force as an "armadan. The British of all people ought to have
been very uneasy with that
description. The original Spanish Armada some 400 years ago
was renowned as a seemingly
invincible fighting force, but it
came to grief in a naval disaster
so complete that it changed the
course of history-and it was
none other than the English
navy that destroyed the Spanarea.
To be effective, a blockade ish Armada.
must be imposed over a period
TheoriginalSpanishArmada
oftime, but the Royal Navy didn't put to sea in 1588 during the
have sufficient time. Winter reign of England's Queen Elizawas coming on in the South beth I. The Armada was an
Atlantic, and the British supply invasion fleet carrying thoulines were overextended. Hav- sands of crack fighting men to
ing traveled so far, however, invade England. They were met
Her Majesty's navy could not by the daring sea dogs of Sir
simply drop the blockade and Francis Drake. Drake and his
sail away in a few weeks time small fast ships turned the
without drawing blood from Ar- tables on the Spanish Armada
gentina. A s a result the British by changing the rules of battle.
would be forced to undertake The English fleet was equipped
military operationsvery quickly with new longer-rangeguns, and
no matter how risky they might it stayed upwind and out of
reach. From there the English
turn out to be.
There was also another rea- pounded, smashed, and shatson why the Royal Navy had tered the big ships ofthe mighty
no choice but to engage the Armada. When it was all over,
Argentine forces in combat. barely half the Spanish fleet
That reasonwas that the Royal was left to limp back to port.
Navy had a l r e a d ~suffered Drake's defeat of the Spanish
losses in secret combat that Armada was a shock to the
same month. Only when pub- world. It opened the door for
licly admitted fighting erupts England under Queen Elizabeth
would the Britizih dare to ad- I to start its expansion into a
mit that they had already suf- truly global empire.
Four hundred years later,
fered great battle losses. And
further, to obtain that cover- history seemed to have come

full circle. Queen Elizabeth I1
witnessed thedismantlingofthe
world empire whose heyday began under Queen Elizabeth I,
and now the cultures of England and of Spain were once
again in confrontation. Once
again a so-called armada was
preparing for invasion, but this
time the armada was British,
not Spanish. Four hundred
years past Sir Francis Drake
was the hero of the day; today,
the ghost of Francis Drake would
once again be on the scene.
Please note that the South
Atlantic war zone was a t the
eastern end of the Drake Pasw e around the southern tip of
South America. The defeat of
the Spanish Armada four centuries ago broke the back of
Spain's naval supremacy, and
now it appeared that the defeat
of the new British armadamight
very well break the back of what
remained of the once glorious
Royal Navy.
MILITARY SECRET OF
SOUTH GEORGIA ISLAND
When the Falkland Islands
crisis began in early April it
looked at first like a mere tempest in a little teapot. For a
century and a half since 1833,
the Islands had been controlled
by Great Britain. During that
entire time, British sovereignty
over the Falklands had been
disputed by Argentina. There
had been countless threats by
Argentina to seize the Islands,
which it called the Malvinas,
but the threats had always come
to nothing in the past and Britain had never even gotten very
concerned over them.
The Islands are four times as
distant from Argentina as Cuba
is from the United States, and
they are not much of a prize, it
would seem, under any circumstances. After over 150
y e a r s of occupancy, t h e
Falklands are home to fewer
than 2,000 British settlers and
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a great number of sheep and no legal or historical claim to that caused the so-called the prime movers of the United
some lovely penguins. In short, South Georgia Island. In that Falklands crisis t o erupt States Government by the
Bolsheviks. Since that time the
the remote Fal-kland Islands respect it stood in sharp con- when it did.
What was actually taking United States Government had
would hardly look like some- trast to the Falklands.
In your early 1830s the place was a coordinated effort been a house divided, torn by
thing to fight over, and yet there
you were watching another cri- Falklands were occupied for a to spoil part of the Bolshevik internal power struggles besis take place. You watched as while by Argentine colonists. In grand strategy for the coming tween rival Bolshevik and
literal gun-battle war erupted 1833 the British expelled them nuclear war. The mutual en- Rockefeller factions. But prior
between Great Britain and Ar- and took over the Islands. For emies of the American Bolshe- to that, the United States had
gentina and further, without that and other historical rea- viks in the U.S.-namely, the been dominated for decades
much more than fanfare on your sons, Argentina argued that the Rockefellercartel-and Russia's both economically and politiFalklands actually belonged to new rulers in the Kremlin were cally by the four Rockefeller
news media presentations.
The Thatcher government Argentina, not Britain.
behind the crisis. They were brothers.
was acting as if it had forgotten
But no such argument was trying to ruin Phase #3 of the
In 196 1 t h e Brothers
all about its usual preoccupa- possible for South Georgia Is- "PROJECT 2" war plan which launched anew long-range plan
tion with the Soviet threat a t land. It was always controlled has since been revealed. [De- for world domination. It was a
NATO's doorstep. Instead, Brit- by Britain, never by Argentina scribed later in this narrative.] two-pronged strategy, half visThat phase was to be world ible and half secret, which has
ain was throwing almost every- or Spain. The Argentine seizure
thing it had at Argentina-airof South Georgia Island looked domination by the American been described prior to thiswritcraft carriers, cruisers, destroy- even more unreasonable from a Bolsheviks after both Russia ing. It was a plan for the United
ers, submarines, assault ships military point of view. and the United States had been States to arm to the teeth in .
- you name it and if they had it Argentina's leaders were mili- destroyed in NUCLEAR WAR secret while appearing to disthey used it. Luxury cruise tary men and they thought in ONE. The key to this plan was armgradually. Without repeatships were even commissioned military terms and this should the existence of secret weapons ing all the details, the basic idea
and turned into troop carriers be a great clue to you readers. stockpiles in various places was grandiose indeed, yet
simple. By deliberately apovernight. Wave after wave of They were well aware ahead of around the world!
The American Bolshevik mili- pearing weak, the Rockefelleradditional assault troops were time that far-off South Georgia
activated and sent to join the Island could not possibly be held tary planners in America were controlled United States would
fleet even after it sailed. Ships for long. By seizing it they were working with other Bolshevik maneuver itself into a nuclear
and submarines were pulled off setting themselves up to absorb agents in key military positions war with Russia. Then the sestation from normal NATO duty a military defeat, as the Island of other countries to set off war. cret weapons, including superand sent to reinforce the task was retaken by Britain. So the Havingdone that, they intended weapons, would be unleashed
force. The initial 40-ship force question was: Why did Ar- to ride out the nuclear holo- to smash Russia and take over
grew steadily over the ensuing gentina's military junta bother caust they had caused, safe and the world.
When they set the grand plan
weeks into' an armada num- with the seemingly worthless cozy in Government war bunbering over 70. Over two-thirds South Georgia Island a t all?
kers! When the warring nations in motion in 196 1 , t h e
The answers to all those would finally lie smoldering and Rockefeller Brothers were lookof the entire Royal Navy was
already deployed to the South questions were, of course, mili- exhausted, the Bolsheviks ing ahead to a nuclear war by
Atlantic off Argentina.
tary, not political or economic. would leave the shattered re- the late 1970s. Their military
A s this was watched in the South Georgia Island pos- mains of their host countries. analysts concluded very early
unfolding, a lot of people were sesses an enormous military They would rendezvous at the that the war being planned
asking: What's this fight really secret! I t is a giant under- secret weapons installations would have very different efall about? The most popular ground installation buried un- and bring their weapons into fects on the Northern and Southanswer suggested in the major der the mountains at the the open. They would confront ern Hemispheres. Both supermedia was "oil". Vast deposits northwest end of the Island. the world with the only remain- powers, the United States and
of oil were known to exist under The real reason for the so- ing fresh, up-to-date powerful the Soviet Union, are located
the continental shelf between called Falkland crisis was this military force on earth; and us- well up in the Northern HemiArgentinaandtheFalklands(or secret installation, together ing that military power, they sphere; so are the other fullso it was projected) and that with two other similar instal- would become the undisputed fledged nuclear powers-Great
had been espoused for well over lations which I will also de- rulers of the world. They Britain, France, Red China, and
a decade. In no way could it scribe in a moment.
planned to do all that, and they India. By contrast, the strategic
explain the timing of the sudThe secret military com- planned to pave the way for targets for nuclear war in the
den military offensiveby Argen- plexes had been in existence world domination by setting off Southern Hemisphere are relatina, and oil explained even less for many years; they were not NUCLEAR WAR O N E within tively few and f a r between. In
about the Argentine seizure of new. What was new was an mere months of that April-re- other words, it was expected
accelerated nuclear war time- member, September!
that the coming nuclear war
South Georgia Island.
South Georgia Island is some table of the American BolsheThe Rockefeller cartel and would be essentially a Northern
800 miles east of the Falklands vik war planners in Washing- Russia's new anti-Bolshevik Hemisphere war.
In an all-out nuclear holowith no known oil deposits any- ton D.C. For the prior two rulers were working together in
where near it; and compared to months reports of details of that a race against time to try to caust it is known that serious
South Georgia, the Falklands war plan were leaking out as head off the Bolshevik war plan. radioactive fallout would graduThe Bolsheviks in the U.S. ally spread to affect even areas
are quite a n island paradise. quickly as they could be veriSouth Georgia Island is covered fied.
were already benefitting from not initially hit by war. But
with rugged mountains, treachThe plan called for war preparations which were there are limits to how far the
erous valleys, glaciers, and NUCLEAR WAR ONE to enrpt started by the Rockefellers long war clouds can spread. It was
semi-permanent snow. Most of by September of the year before. It had only been about discovered long ago that there
it is uninhabitable. On top of all 1982. I t was that fast-up- three y e a r s since the is very little mixing between the
. . of the Northern and Souththat, Argentina had absolutely proachingnucZearwarthreat Rockefellers were dislodged a s air
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ern Hemispheres. In the north- pieces. In this way the third ter protected version of the of the 100-milelong island. It is
ern half ofyour planet, cold air generationRockefellerBroth- Swedish hidden port was just controlled by Great Britain
from the North Pole works its ers expected their family dy- what they wanted. A survey of whose government, like that of
candidate sites was then initi- New Zealand, was willing to coway southward toward the nasty to inherit the Earth.
equator, then it works its way
In order to control the South- ated. The site survey covered operate; and South Georgia Isback to the north as warm air. A ern Hemisphere militarily after coastal areas throughout the land was virtually uninhabited
mirror image of this process the war, some means would Southern Hemisphere. Many except for a whaling station on
takes up the southern h'alf of have to be available to project areas were rejected veryquickly the northeast coast. The whalthe planet. Northern and South- military power onto any land because the topography was ing station was some 50 miles
ern Hemisphere air meet in the mass. For example, revolts wrong. Other areas were re- away from the secret new instalequatorial zone, but very little against Rockefeller domination jected because they were too lation which was being built,
of the air changes places.
would require troops-not a close to the equator. Still others but Britain took no chances. In
The military conclusion is blast from the beam weapons had to be ruled out because 1965 the whaling station was
this: The coming nuclear war on the Moon (anothervery inter- there were too many people liv- closed down. Since that time
could ruin vast areas of the esting story).
ing nearby, making the desired there have been no inhabitants
Northern Hemisphere for genThe most critical factor for level of secrecy impossible. Fi- on South Georgia Island except
erations forward; but if the cal- postwar military domination of nally, it was essential that the for a few dozen alleged Antarcculations are correct, the South- the world was found to be a sites chosen for the secret naval tic scientists.
ern Hemisphere could escape NAVY! A minimum of two secret installations be totally secure
Construction of the secret
virtually unaffected by the war. naval fleets would be required- politically.
naval facilities-two in New
This was surely music to the one based in the South Atlantic,
At last the sites for the secret Zealand, one on South Georgia
ears of the four Rockefeller the other in the South Pacific. naval installations were se- Island-began
in the early
Brothers. A quick look a t the Since the reserve naval fleets lected. In the South Pacific 1960s. The techniques were
globe of the world shows why were to be kept secret until after extreme southern New Zealand adapted from those used previthis would be a reasonable cal- t h e Northern Hemisphere was selected. New Zealand ously to build other large unculation. The Rockefeller cartel nuclear war, they could not be would be extremely important derground facilities, such as the
NORAD installation inside
has dominated Latin America built in existing shipyards. New during a coming war.
ever since World War 11. A s construction facilities had to be
In order to obtain the neces- Cheyenne Mountain, Colorado
discussed in prior publications, built and they had to be hidden. sary space, the secret New (there are others well protected
Nelson Rockefeller solidified the To hide a n entire shipyard is no Zealand naval installation had underground but we shall not
cartel grip on Latin America small task; they take up a lot of to be divided up into two sites go into those presently). Howduring the war. He accom- space. On top of that, it was located close together. One is a t ever, these installations and
plished this as so-called "Coor- essential that the ships remain the extreme southwest tip of techniqueswereadaptedin radidinatorof Hemispheric Defensen hidden after they were built. South Island where the moun- cally new ways to achieve confor then-President Franklin D. The best way to achieve that tain range known as the South- struction access directly from
Roosevelt. So that takes care of was to combine the shipyard ern Alps comes down virtually the sea instead of overland. In
the South American continent and naval base into one over-all to the water's edge. The other this way, the sheltering mounand its natural resources.
secret installation. Finally, the part of the installation is built tain was left undisturbed in
Then let u s turn to the Afri- secret naval installation had to into the northwest tip of Stewart appearance both during and
can continent. There, too, be invulnerable to nuclear at- Island, which is off the tip of after construction.
The cuts in the mountain
Rockefeller control was already tack; otherwise if its existence South Island. The Stewart
in effect over wide areasof Black were ever discovered prema- Uskabd facility is hollowed out side which were necessary to let
Africa, especially south of the turely, the secret navymight be within a rise known as Mt. ships in and out were kept as
small as possible and were well
equator. All this was thanks to wiped out.
Anglem.
Zealand
location
camouflaged.
Like the Swedish
The
New
the efforts of John D. RockThe combined requirements
efeller 111, as previously detailed for secrecy, space, and protec- met all the requirements. Ever hidden naval port arrangement,
elsewhere.
tion against attack were formi- since World War I1 the govern- the entrances to the secret inLooking around the globe, dable; but one day in 1959, ment of New Zealand has been stallationscan be sealed. When
the most important remaining while all these plans were still tied even closer to the United sealed, the entrance is virtually
land masses from the stand- in the early stages of develop- States than to. Great Britain. impossible to detect unless YOU
point of world domination are ment, the answer presented it- The location is far from the equa- know exactly where it is; and
N E W self. During a so-called bank- tor, and the installations are unlike most large construction
AUSTRALIA
AND
ZEALAND. Thanks to World ing trip to Sweden, David buried deep under mountains, projects, there are no tailing or
War 11, both were wide open to Rockefellerwas given a tour of a protected from nuclear attack. piles of leftover rock lying round
unique hldden naval port. The They are also too deep to be to attract undue attention. The
the Rockefellers.
The Rockefeller Brothers port is hollowed out from solid reached by particle-beam at- man-made cavernswhich house
decided to establish secret granite cliffs which come right tacks, and the New Zealand site the secret naval installations
military installations in the down 'to the water. The en- is well situated to command the are enormous, but all the
and debris was disposed of a t
Southern Hemisphere for use tranc-e to. the port is a gigantic entire South Pacific.
after the coming war. By this hole in the side of the cliff which ' In the South Atlantican even sea.
means they expected to be- can be sealed offwith enormous more perfect site was found.
Once the secret naval facilicome the masters of the nu- steeldoors. Inside thisbigdoor- t hat site, my friends, is South ties were built, they had to be
viving southern half of planet way. on the water a huge cavity +Georgia.Island. It is located outfitted for ship construction
Eart h;after t h e Northern has been hollowed out to ac- perfectly for naval domination and dockside storage. The false
of the entire South Atlantic. The disarmament of the United
Hemisphere gradually rscov- commodate ships.
The RockefellerBrothers and tall rugged mountains provided States dtu- the 1960's conered from the nuclear holocrust, the Rocke eller empire their military advisers decided a perfect location for the secret tributed e e a d y to thk task*
would be able td ick up the that a bigger, more secret, bet- installation at the northwest tip From 1961 to 1968 one man
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played a pivotal role in this have been allowed to witness the Southern Hemisphere and It is now a reality, and 1s reelaborate Rockefellerscheme. but, oh my, lots of interesting that, after all, was the subject of sponsible for the so-called
H e was then-Secretary of De- things go on with things you this Journal. I do have trouble "Falkland crisisn which domifense Robert McNamara. All aren't given to witness.
keeping to one subject for all nated the headlines in April and
May of that year. It should he
through the 1960's McNamara
Therewas developed a type facets are so intertwined.
The plan in 1982 was that of emphasized that the new relapresided over the public par- of electromagnetic invisibiling back of America's visible ity shielding. This technique an elite group of American Bol- tionship between the Rockefeller
military power. This included makes an object invisible from shevik military planners by cartel and Russia fell far short
the closing down and disman- a distance by distorting light which the U.S. would strike the of a true alliance, at least at that
first nuclear blow, followed by time. They have very major
tling of entire shipyards. What waves in its vicinity.
you were not told was where
A whole new fleet of Phan- all-out thermonuclear war with disputes to be settled between
them, but they called a truce
all that shipyard equipment tom warplanes went into crash Russia.
After
having
set
off
the
holobetween themselves to deal with
went afterwards. Where it production under a top secret
went, my friends, was to the shield. They utilize this prin- caust, the Bolsheviks in the U.S. the mutual deadly enemy-the
new secret installations which ciple; and all of the secret and in certain other countries Bolsheviks in America.
The first priority of the
were being outfitted in New American Bolshevik navy planned to ride it out safely in
Zealand and South Georgia Is- shipshave alreadybeenoutfit- comfortable war bunkers al- Russians and the Rockefellerr
ted with similar Stealth-field ready in place and well stocked is to slow down the Bolshevik
land!
The secmt naval instcllZa- equipment! The Stealth prin- with luxuries. Finally, after preparations for imminent
tions haw been used as du- ciple is actually easier to apply NUCLEAR WAR ONE fizzled out nuclear war. If they could do
plication facilities t o re- to ships than to airplanes be- in stalemate, they planned to that, time would be 0x1 the
produce certain ships and cause there is more room for the leave behind the ashes of the side of the ~ockefellercutel
submarines designed and powerfulequipmentthatgener- U.S. and her allies. Activating in certain political movePhase #3 of their grand strat- ments. A slow-down in the
built here in the United ates the force field.
After
NUCLEAR
WAR
ONE,
egy,
they planned to unveil their nuclear war timetablewiUalso
States. As Defense Secmtary
Caspar Weinberger told Con- the secret Stealth navy of the secret weapons, especially their give more breathhg space for
p s s , #It is cheaper b build American Bolsheviks would be secret naval fleets. With these additional anti-~olshevikactwo ships a t a time.s That t light years ahead of any other they planned to conquer and tions to be implemented.
most especially true if the navy left on earth. It would be rule what would be left of the
second ship is an exact dupli- perfect for the intended role of world. The United States as you
cate of the f i r s t This has world domination.
The know it would be long dead and
become even more true in re- Rockefellers set it all in motion gone; but in the eyes of the
cent years through the use of long ago-but about 1979 they Bolsheviks themselves, this
computerized manufacturing lost control of the United States outcome would constitute victechniques.
~ i l i t a r y Now
.
it is the American tory for many reasons.
By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
The secret naval fleets which Bolsheviks who are in control,
Up to April of 1982 the
have been built at the secret and they are most surely bent nuclear war timetable was still
installations are made up of straight ahead on war.
on track. They were still shootduplicates-EXACT
DUPLINow don't go about forget- ing for nuclear war to begin by HATONN: "You ones must be
CATES of certain other ships ting about the Nazi war ma- September of that year. Actu- prepared to recognize the names,
and submarines. They are all chine also in the Antarctic- ally this continued right to the labels and places from whence
nuclear powered-nuclear
isn't this just about as much date set of September 17,1982. comes your so-called'health' care.
'subs"; nuclear cruisers; intrigue as you can take at one
What saved you is that the I refer to the practice of medicine
nuclear destroyers; and yes, sitting?
Bolshevikswere running as fast asthe 'CUT, SLASH,BURN AND
nuclear aircraft carriers, a t least
as they could toward war; but, POISON' insult against a living
513 1/90 #2 HATONN
the Bolsheviks are not the only life-form. I call this JOURNAL,
three of them. A secret twin was
built for the U.S.S. Nimitz, for
runners in the race. They have HIGH PRIESTS AND RABBIS
the U.S.S. Eisenhower, and for
Hatonn in the Light of the two deadly enemies, both of IN THE TEMPLE because that is
whom are equally determined what 'health care' has come to repthe U.S.S. Carl Vincent. All Radiant One, to continue.
have been financed through the
to trip up the Bolsheviks. One
gigantic cost overruns, so called, SECRET NAVAL WAR OF enemy of the Bolsheviks in the resent. The hospital (and research
that you constantly hear about
THE SOUTHERN
U.S. is the Rockefeller cartel; lab) is the 'temple', the practitioin the Defense Department and
HEMISPHERE
the other enemy is the w a n t i - ners are the priests andrabbis.Trust
can't find anything about due
Bolsheviks ruling class in Rus- me with your life but ask me for no
to above top seeret designations;
A s we move along and to sia: and now these two mutual explanations,' is the byline..'for I
all three carriers have been pro- make things clear, we shall dis- enemies of the Bolsheviks are am God of your being'."
vided with a full complement of cuss the referred to "PROJECT pooling their efforts in certain
aircraft whose manufacture was 2" I mentioned in the previous ways.
financed in the same manner. chapter. It is the new Bolshevik
The new anti-Bolshevik coaTO ORDER CONTACT
The shipsofthesecret Ameri- three-phase strategy for lition is now much more firmly AMERICA WEST PUBLISHERS
can Bolshevik naval fleets are NUCLEARWARONE. However, established but in 1982 it was
a Nevada corporation
all duplicates of other nuclear- since it didn't come off on sched- still quite new and was working
powered vessels. Even so, the ule I feel we will not be mislead- between the Rockefeller cartel
1-800-729-413 1
secret naval ships possess one ing if we stick with references to and the Russians. The January
key difference.
the area of the Antarctic. The 26, 1982 meeting between Haig
The so-calledustealthPro- most skeletons to arise from the and Gromyko in Geneva, Switgramn may not be too effec- dead to getcha are all parading zerland, was a turning point in
ti.
with
. the
. . ~ h e, s.e.,,t o uL around
"under" and
I
, " ~ i t h i n , ~the formation of this coalition.,
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The joint ~ockefeller-RUS-Islands.
Argentina claimed that South sian team were drilling a shaft
sian planners decided by midGeorgia was part of the Falk- down through the mountain
February of 1982 that military THE FALKLAND ISLAND
lands because it is adminis- toward their hollowed out cavaction against *e Bolsheviks
WAR
tered that way by Britain. That ern inside. It was only a matter
was essential very quickly. No
argument was very flimsy but it of time until their drill would
other type of action had any
The Rockefeller cartel had then came in most handy in- break through the ceiling of the
hope of takingeffectfast enough dominated all of Latin America deed. It was nothing new to giant hidden naval base. Once
to prevent nuclear war by the for decades. Cartel operatives hear that claim from Argentine the hole was made, the next
end of the summer.
The
were sent to Argentina to work leaders, so there was no hint of step was obvious.
Rockefeller-Russianteam would
The exact details of the out adeal with the government what was really afoot.
'PROJECT 2" war plan were military junta there. The hisDuring late March, Argen- put a weapon of some kind
not known to either the toric dispute over the Falkland tine military forces started as- through the hole. The bestguess
Rockefellers or the Russians, Islands was to be used to pro- sembling for an assault on the was that it would be probably
but the general outlines were vide a ruse, a military cover, to Falklands. The British com- nerve gas-it just doesn't pay to
known to be pretty well outlined enable the South Georgia base mand thought there was noth- "guess".
The shock waves that went
and set-up.
to be attacked. The Argentine ing new for Argentina had carIt was decided that military generals were not told every- riedoutthreateningmaneuvers through the highest levels of
action should be devised that thing about the situation by in the past many times. It was British government on the
would undernine Phase #3 of any means, but they were told believed that they were about to evening of April 3 can hardly be
the Bolshevik war plan-that
enough to make clearwhat they do it again; but on April 2 Ar- described. The Thatcher govis, the Bolshevik-controlled se- were to do.
gentine forces did the unex- ernment, like the so-called
A s an inducement to cooper- pected. After many past false Reagan Administration in
cret naval installations and
fleets in the Southern Hemi- ate, the Argentine leaders were alarms, this time they actually America, is Bolshevik consphere should be attacked and promised handsome rewards. invaded and seized the Islands. trolled. Well, the Russians told
crippled. By working together, They were guaranteed that after All Argentine public statements you they would rule the world
the Rockefeller cartel and the the shooting was over, the emphasized the long-standing and it might very well be done
Russians were able to devise an Falkland Islands would remain historical claims to the without firing a shot!
That was why Margaret
attack plan which neither could in Argentine hands. This guar- Falklands themselves; but just
have carried out alone. The antee included the promise of for good measure, the next day Thatcher always said, "Me, too."
Rockefellergroup,who built and covert military assistance as a small Argentine force also any time the Reagan Adminisoriginallycontrolled these bases, needed against the Royal Navy. seized far-off South Georgia Is- tration said it would do anyprovided detailed intelligence And, to bolster the troubled land. The force was so small thing to Russia. Please note
about the best way to attack Argentine economy, it was that it gave the appearance ini- that it hasn't changed very
them. The Russians with their promised that the Rockefeller tially that it was just a side much. What ofthe Stingermisenormous military machine pro- cartel would help develop the show from Argentina's point of sile "sting" in Florida and the "I
vided the muscle to actually immense offshore oil reserves. view; however, the small con- agree and support the U.S."in
carry out the attack.
With those combined promises tingent of22 Royal Marines were Panama this past December?
It was essential to devise a of military glory and financial overpowered and bundled off Both governments are party to
scheme that would enable both rewards, the Argentine military the Island along with a group of the secret nuclear war plan in
13 alleged scientists. That was complete betrayal of the people
secret fleets in the South Atlan- junta agreed to the plan.
tic and South Pacific to be atSo, backing up to March a moment of pay-off in the joint of their respective countries,and
tacked. Survivalintactofeither 19th,ArgentinacarriedoutAct Rockefeller-Russian attack on the evening of April 3 they
suddenly discovered that their
fleet would leave the Bolshevik One in the joint attack plan. A plan.
precious war plan was in deep,
war plan still workable.
group of Argentine scrap-metal
deep yogurt, I believe you call
"SPUDDING IN"
Military analysts concluded merchants, of all things, landed
it-amongst other terms.
very quickly that a direct as- at the abandoned old whaling
Immediately the Thatcher
Thanks to the elaborate dissault on the New Zealand facili- station on South Georgia Isties was out of the question. land. Supposedly they were traction staged by the Argen- governmentstartedassemblhg
There was no combination of there to dismantle the old build- tine forces; aspecial commando a-naval armada to sail for the
commandos, frogmen, or other ings and carry them off to sell. team got onto the Island totally South Atlantic. Haste was their
military force which could pos- While they were at it they also undetected. ~ a s e don the de- order of the day. The drilling on
sibly keep an attack secret from raised the Argentine flag over tailed Rockefeller information South Georgia Island was prothe outside world. Any attack the work-site. The British, al- about the base, the team moved ceeding around the clock. The
on the New Zealand bases would waysnervousabout South Geor- to the location on the mountain best estimates were that the
set off the very war which the gia Island, promptly reacted ex- directly above the cavernous drilling would break through
Rockefellers and Russians actly as expected. The British secret base. Special high-speed into the roof of the naval base in
wanted to prevent.
Antarctic survey ship "Endur- drilling equipment was set up about three weeks, on or about
But the situation in the South ance" put 22 Marines ashore to by the Rockefeller members of April 24-but it is a very long
Atlantic was a different matter. clear u p t h a t little mis- the team while the Russian drive from England to Antarcmembers concentrated on mili- tica on the best of ships. If help
In a way, the greatest asset of understanding.
South Georgia Island was also
They drove offthe scrap mer- tary defense. By late that same did not reach South Georgia
its Achilles' heel. The extreme chants and promptly tore down evening, April 3, the military by then, the secret installaisolation which protected the theArgentineflag. Theincident high command in London fi- tion might be doomed. The
secrecy of the South Georgia provided the exact desired ex- nally learned what was really forces stationed at the installabase also made acovert military cuse for the Argentine Junta to taking place. The secret South tion itself were unable to defend
assauit feasible. The key lay bring the simmering 150-year- Georgia base was under attack themselves-under the circumwith Argentina and her long- old Falklands dispute to a boil. by virtually the only means pos- stances. Their mighty naval
standing claims to the Falkland From time to time .in the past, sible. Thejoint Rockefeller-Rus- ships were ships in a bottle.
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They did not dare open the bottle official stories about 'slow Falklands started stretchingout South Georgia base. We shall
to sail out and fight because the movement" of the British ar- longer and longer. All this also have alot more to say about
Russian commandos were mada were intended to give a bought extra time for the joint GeneralHaigin futurewritings.
armed with f a r superior techni- cushion of time for that battle. commando team on South GeorNOT EXACTLY A DRY cal and nuclearweapons. (Who If need be, the fleet would have gia Island. And so the drilling
HOLE
do you think might be the clos- several days to retake South continued.
The other result of the sinkest allies to the Nazi undercover Georgia Island, then it could
The very next day, April 20,
workers?) We are talking about move on to arrive near the ingwasequallyimportant. Word
ones who do not care greatly for Falklands on the announced was flashed to the South Pacific the drill broke through into the
the Jewish element, much less schedule. In that way the cru- Stealth navy to prepare for pos- hollowed-out cavern of the nathe Zionist-&liated Jews. To cial importance of South Geor- sible action. It was obvious that val base. Bolshevik military
open the blast-proof entrance gia Island would be hidden and the Russian Navy was getting analysts in London had not exinvolved in the Atlantic, which pected that it could be comdoors would be suicide.
the big secret preserved.
It was initially expected that meant that the Royal Navy could pleted until at least the followOn April 5, just two days
after South Georgia Island was advance elements of the British be in big trouble. During the ing weekend. The British fleet
seized, some 40 naval ships fleet would reach the vicinity of dead ofnight, early April 15, the was still out of range.
THE WEAPON WHICH THE
began moving out of British South Georgiaislandwithin two seven Stealth ships put to sea
ports. The same day Lord weeks. That would have been from their twin secret bases in COMMANDO TEAM INSERTED
Carrington was sacked as For- soon enough to attack the joint southern New Zealand. They DOWN THROUGH THE LONG
eign Minister. He was forced to Rockefeller-Russian commando deployed to a secret operational HOLE WAS A SMALL,COMPACT
resign because he had assisted team and stop the drilling be- headquarters area in the An- RUSSIAN NEUTRON BOMB.
the Rockefeller attack plan by fore it was completed. But Rus- tipodes Islands, 4 50 miles When it was detonated inside
downplaying the Argentine at- sian Cosmospheres and sub- southeast of New Zealand. Their the confines of the huge artifitack preparations. Even the marines made a shambles of electromagnetic shields were cial cave, the effects were, of
operating to provide protection course, totally devastating. The
evil don't have any way to count the plan.
from attack. These shields make intense radiation instantly killed
on their own.
That same day, April 5, New A KEY SHIP DESTROYED it impossible to communicate everyone inside the base. Also
with the outside world or even the heat and blast effects of the
Zealand, the home of the other
Key advance elements of the to see it. But once they arrived bomb are believed to have damsecret naval fleet, broke diplomatic relations with Argentina. South Georgia attack contin- at the Antipodes, the Stealth aged all of the ships inside suffiThe two hidden New Zealand gency left Ascension Island early ships hooked up to buoys ciently to badly disable them.
Meanwhile,
Russian
facilities had been placed on April 14, two days before it was equipped with shielded commu'Red Alert" (no pun intended). announced officially. Shortly nication cables to the Island Cosmospheresand submarines
A s a precautionary measure, all after they did so, they ran into headquarters. The Island head- were converging on the Stealth
submarines at the twin base trouble. RussianCosmospheres quarters, in turn, was in con- ships which were near the Anwere ordered to sea. Several and attack submarines closed stant touch with the South Geor- tipodes Islands awaitingorders.
surface ships were already at in on a single ship which was gia base byway of a transoceanic From a distance, the ships were
seaundergoing *seatrials",but critical to t h e planned cable around the tip of South invisible to the eye due to their
that still left seven major ships counterassault on South Geor- America. The deployment of the protective shields, which also
inside the hidden twin naval gia Island. The Cosmospheres available ships of the South Pa- protect against beam-weapon
base includingone of the nuclear bombarded the bridge and com- cific Stealth fleet was exactly attack; but they were sitting
aircraft carriers.
bat information center of the what the joint Rockefeller-Rus- ducks for the tactics which the
On that busy day of April 5, ship with neutron radiation. In sian planners had hoped for. Russians employed.
Argentina's Foreign Minister, moments the ship was without The ships had been flushed out
Costa Mendez, was at the United any command, its communica- from their essentially invulnerTHE COUP-DE-GRACE
Nations in New York. Come on tions and radar silenced. Then able hiding place in New
readers, go look it all up in the a Russian 'sub" closed in and Zealand!
Floating overhead, the
The British ship's sinking of Cosmosphereslocated the seven
records--don't just stand off quickly fmished off this key Britand accuse me of insanity-go
ish ship with torpedoes. It broke April 14 was also followed by ships using their Psylook and find for yourselves.
apart with secondaryexplosions other events. On April 15 the choenerge tic Range-Finding
Mendez was alarmed by the and sank rapidly. So far as was Argentine Navy started moving equipment known as PRF. There
deployment of such alarge part known, there were no survi- out of port. The same day, is no method known by which
of the Royal Navy. Costa Mendez vors.
Alexander Haig arrived again in PRF can be jammed. The
hurried to Washington to seek
That unexpected shock in Buenos Aires. Supposedly he Cosmospheres radioed the exreassurances from certain U.S. the mid-Atlantic produced two was there as a diplomat, but in act locations of the ships to the
officials. Of course he got them! results, both very important: reality he was there as a Gen- attack submarines. The 'subs"
For the next two weeks or so First, it caused a slowdown in eral, dealing with Generals. were armed with special nonthe news was filled with stories the race toward the South At- Haig was the top Governmental homing, non-nuclear torpedoes
about the allegedly slow move- lantic by the British armada. operative of the Rockefeller car- designed to explode on impact.
ment of the British fleet while The task force had to be tel. He was making sure that More sophisticated torpedos
negotiations went on. That was regrouped into a configuration the Argentines did not get cold would have been thrown off
only a cover story. The Royal better suited for an enroute de- feet and back down at that criti- course or detonated premaNavy was actually joining up fense, but that cost valuable cal moment. Four days later, turely by the protective shield of
and paddling as rapidly as pos- time. Public announcements April 19, Haig left for Washing- each ship; but these simple torsible toward South Georgia Is- from London about the progress ton. A s he boarded his plane, pedoesjust cruise right through
land. If the task force arrived in of the fleet reflected the slow- Haig somberly told reporters, each invisibility field to strike
time to save the secret base, a down. The timetable for arrival "Time is running out." And so the ship and explode. Within
for the
. ,secret 15 minutes after-the.att+ck-be. the it was,
-., my friends,
major battle .was likely. The on battle stations near
i . , , L
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gan, all seven Bolshevik Stealth
ships were on their way to the
bottom, and with them went
their Bolshevik Commanders
and mercenary crews collected
from around the world.
The South Pacificaction took
placejust after sunset local time.
The time in Washington was
around 2:00 P.M. April 23. That
evening Secretary of State Haig
was seen briefly in public with
the new British Foreign Minister, Francis q?n.Pym was wearing the typical artificial pseudosmile which diplomats are
taught always to display in public. But not Haig. Haig was
grinning from ear to ear, and no
wonder. The joint RockefellerRussian military operation had
been a brilliant success. The
secret Bolshevik South Atlantic
fleet had been virtually wiped
out, bottled up inside South
Georgia Island; and the South
Pacific fleet, while not totally
wiped out, had been badly
crippled. By working together,
the Rockefeller cartel and the
Russians had won the secret
navalwarofthesouthern Hemisphere.
Dhanna,you are too fatigued
to continue today so let us leave
this for now. We will discuss
the ensuing Rockefeller fear
campaign against nuclear war
when we resume. Thank you
for your service and blessings
unto you dear ones. Rest well
and we shall resume tomorrow
morning. Good evening.
Hatonn to clear frequency,
please. Adonai and I salute you
of my command.

4/1/90#l HATONN
Hatonn present in the Light of
the Radiant One. May we please
continue on our work. I would
request that this book be finished and ready for printing by
mid-month. It is better to update the material in additional
Journals than to either overload by quantity or allow to lag
in current information. These
Journals, at this time, aremostly
for integration and insight into
that which is known. We are
setting the record straight regarding Space Command and
participation withinyouratmosphere and disqualifying those
stories which are in error regarding Space Brothers. It is
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around the Falkland Islands. war.
Britain had no choice but to
Therefore, thethenpresent
fight. She had already suffered anti-nuclear-war orientation
casualties which could not be of the Rockefeller cartel creexplained without a public ated certain temporary combattle; but by fighting, the Bol- mon interests between them
sheviks in Britain were running and Russh, but as Russia's
the risk of a humiliating and new rulers knew very well,
tragic defeat for the Royal Navy. this did not spring from any
Meanwhile "back a t the great moral perspective on
ranchn, the Rockefeller strate- the part of the Rockefeller
gists in the U.S. were concen- group. It war a purely practrating on a fast-building, anti- tical necessity.
The Russians regarded the
nuclear-war campaign. On all
sides you were hearing about United States as a house dithe so-called "nuclear freeze vided, and they were exploitmovementn. The re were ing that division by worlting
documentaries, articles, pub- in a careful way with the
licity of all kinds to sensitize Rockefellerr. Theirfirst pdyou to the terrors of nuclear ority unrs b rid the world of
war. There were even referenda the deardly Bobhedk metiace
popping up on election ballots of all-out, even suicidal,
dealing with the nuclear war nuclear war; but once that
that
issue. Medical doctors were u~lrs done, they
banding together to warn the them would be a day of
public about what would hap- reckoning
with
the
pen if there would be a nuclear Rocicefeller cartel some &yo
And, bmthers, you am seeing
war.
You were being told that all itcodngdowninE-pethis
thiswasjust popping up sponta- wry day!
The Rockefeller group was
neously. You were then into 37
years of the nuclear age and working toward a definite obnothing like that hadever gained jective with their new antiso much momentum before, yet nuclear-war propaganda. That
you were supposed to believe objective was renewed powerthat millions of Americans had and power that moves them
spontaneously gotten the same closer to their old dreamofWorld
ideas at the same time. If you Government. TheBolsheviksin
wrap-upoftheFalklandIslands believe that, my friends, I give the U.S. had unwittingly prowar and discuss the ensuing up! Movements like that never, vided fertile ground for the powRockefeller fear campaign NEVER, develop without lead- erful new Rockefeller anti-war
against nuclear war.
ership, organization, and campaign. Under Bolshevik
money-PLENTY OF MONEY! control, the so-called Reagan
CAMPAIGN AGAINST
But can you see a bit further Administration had become so
NUCLEAR WAR BY THE
now? If you can pick up the hawkish that it was scaring
ROCKEFELLER CARTEL
momentum now you can make people. The Rockefeller antigreat changes to care for your war campaign was designed to
At the point of June, 1982 it population. Truth and knowl- capitalize on that latent fear as
would appear that war of amajor edge can most surely preserve a tool of power.
The smell of war was in the
size was about to break out in what freedom i.s left to you and
the Southern Hemisphere, but bring you into a safety survival air. The Falklands crisis was
the
war in the Southern mode. Ponder it as we con- helping to make that more inHemisphere was already over. tinue.
tense. The Rockefeller propaWhat you witnessed was the
What you were watching at ganda machine was paving the
beginning of its bloodv after- that time was the Rockefeller way for the argument that surmath. That aftermath was the public relations machine at render of sovereignty was the
battle for the Falkland Islands. work. The Rockefeller cartel only way to avoid war. A new
They had been promised to Ar- could not afford to let a nuclear super-united Nations of sorts
gentina as a reward for her role war take place. If it did, they was put into the works to fdthe
in the secret war.
would lose everything because bill. It would have teeth! A s
A s things were happening in they were not in a position to then invisioned, the new orgathe Antarctic area the Bolshe- control it. Instead, the deadly nization would be based in
viks were in Washington D.C. enemies of the Rockefeller car- Geneva, Switzerland. Theworkpressing for a public announce- tel, the Bolsheviks in the U.S., ing name would by 'World
ment that the U.S. would side would win out if there was a Nonproliferation Council". The
with Britain. A s soon as that war; and so the Rockefeller fac- plan was to bring it into being as
would take place, military ac- tion was then doing everything the outgrowth of nuclear nontion would heat up quickly in its power to prevent a nuclear proliferationtreaties, but its true

necessary that the Journals get
out rapidly for efforts are
strengthening to stop Dharma.
After the facts are integrated to
great extent then we can give
her a bit of rest. We must,
however, show you ones that
your dangers are not from Space
Aliens but most surely from two
or three major elements on your
own planet.
No, it isnot pretty andit isall
but impossible for you to believe that such mammoth secrets could be kept from you;
however, just as with the death
camps of the Allies (specifically
the U.S) after W.W.11, we believe
it will begin to soak through to
you ones that the truth is far
stranger than any of your surface lies. It is indeed easy to
cover up any action if your media is totally controlled as is
yours.
We will honor all the brave
and daring ones who have
brought forth information and
have been "taken out" because
of it. At this time, however, we
honor them but protect them
for these are indeed recent
events and families are at risk.
May you the public respect and
honor those ones for they gave
their very lives for your freedom. Thank you.
Let u s continue with the
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purpose would be to use fear- knowledge ofTRUTHTHROUGH mendous flood ofeye-witnesses
the fear of war-to control you THE WORD! THE FIRST IDEN- corning from the hiding places
all.
TIFICATION OF GOD WAS to confirm as eye-witnesses to
GIVEN RIGHT OFF THE BAT- the truth of our writings. Bless
SUMMARY
"I AM THE WORD"! FURTHER, them for they are precious unto
IN REVELATIONS: 'THENISA W God for their stand for truth
The Falkland Islands crisis HEAVENOPENEDANDA WHlTE and their fellow-man!
erupted because of secret Bol- HORSE STANDlNG THERE;AND
The postscript will only deshevik-controlled naval instal- THE ONE SITTING ON THE tail the last item sent unto your
lations in the Southern Hemi- HORSE WAS NAMED 'FAITH- attention: from THE SPOTsphere. Those were attacked by FUL AND TRUE '-THE ONE LIGHT. Thank you for this docujoint action of the Rockefeller WHO JCJSTLY PUNISHES AND ment and we reprint it here in
cartel and the Russians in an MAKES WAR. HIS EYES WERE honor oftheir daring stand. That
attempt to slow down the LIKE FLAMES, AND ON HIS 'paper" dared to comment on
nuclear-war timetable. The at- HEAD WERE MANY CROWNS. the book OTHER LOSSES and
tacks were successful, but the A NAME WAS WRlTTEN ON HIS now dares to print other stories.
results are still not totally con- FOREHEAD AND ONLY HE The headlines of the issue to
clusive. It did not go as ex- KNEWITS MEANING. HE WAS which we refer reads: CIA 86
pected because General Haig CLOTHED IN GARMENTS MOB TIED TO THRIFT MESS,
was fired and the planned DIPPED mT BLOOD, AND HIS Immense Scandal Unfolding!
nuclearwarwas averted by sim- TITLE WAS 'THE WORD OF Yes, we will comment on that
ply brinainn the truth to ~ u b l i cGOD'. THEARMlESOFHEAVEN, and further, we will honor and
attention and the ~erpetratorsDRESSED IN FINEST LINEN, back the truth bringers immefeared mass rioting from vou WHKEANDCLEAN, M)LLOWED diately and all the way! So be it
.
KNO WL- HlMON WHITEHORSES- (AND and Selah!
the ~ e o ~ l ePUBLIC
Let u s close of this docuEDGE, TRUTH AND REFUSAL SaVER CLOUDS)!!!!!!!!
TO ACCEPT THESE KINDS OF
Dharma, let u s close this ment for we have reached a
ACTlONCARRYAMAGNlFEENT portion for I believe we have breaking point in the prior story
W A C T FOR THE ELITE ARE begun the cycle of curiosity but we shall now continue with
NOT READY TO DEFEND whereby ones will seek and see. one volume upon another a s we
AGAINST *YOU THE PEOPLE" The details of THE PLAN will be lay out the current connections
THEIR OWN DOORYARDS. forthcoming but man must first supported by the historical.
YET! WHENTHEYCONFISCATE be ready to hear.
Thank you for your attention
ALL YOURDEFENSE LUBPONS,
I will add a postscript to this and God be with you as you
1.E.--GUNSTHEN THEY WILL Journal for I wish ones to real- becomePEOPLE OFTHETRUTH
DO A S THEY PLEASE AND YOU ize that since our projection of instead of PEOPLE OFTHE LIE!
CAN DO NOTHlNG ABOUT IT! the war crimes by the U.S., AMEN.
OPEN YOUREYESAND SEE THE OTHER LOSSES and prior books
SALU, SALU, SALU,
HATONN TO CLOSE THIS
W I N G ON THE WALL. SO BE such as UFO's, NAZI SECRET
IT.
WEAPON? there has been a trePORTION
Britain's Royal Navy took a
tremendous bombardment in
that 'little" war. No reports
were given as to that fact, but
A
the r&urn to England was delayed just to patch and repair

v
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TODAY'S REMINDER

You must realize that
as you become informed
the heart will rebel inpain
if the knowledge is unexpected and horrendous in
nature. a t , if you are in
"knowing"then there are
no surprises--only unfolding. Theref~reyou must
endeavor to shape your
heart tofmnt the hour, but
dream not that the hour
will last. It is recognized
a s truth that the manforewarned is worth any two
or more in ignomnce, so
for all your days prepare
and simply meet them all
alike: When you are the
anvil, bear-whenyou are
the hammer, strilce. And
lastly, take heed for most
are always saving themselves for something or
another such a s the "Senior Prom" but most of you
forget that somewhere
along the way you must
learn to dance. Are you
readyforthe dancing having already perhaps
missed thetune? ThePmm
is under way.
**
1
L

Sari Luis Obispo Connection
To The Global Conspiracy

~~cien~tokeep~e=cret

closeted.
Two major factions were
struggling for control over your
United S t a t e s t h e Rockefeller
cartel and the Bolsheviks. They
differ in style but both seek to
control you through fear. If you
are ever to rise above their trickery, it must be through the power
of our Lord Jesus Christ, your
only hope. A s the recognized
scriptures pronounce unto you,
your Lord ". .has not given u s
the spirit of fear; but of power,
and of love, and of a sound
mind." You must learn to wage
peace. For your Lord declared
long, long ago, "Blessed are the
peacemakers: for they shall be
called the sons of God." Peace
can only be found through the

.

(Editor's note: he foll~wing is another installment
in a continuing series by
."R.R," that links h h ,
Reagan, the Nazis and
other assorted New World
Orderpuppets through a
common activity base in
the small, south central
California coastal town of
Sun Luis Obispo. We are
firstincluding Commander
Hatonn 's int roduction,
below, before continuing
with the story.)
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SAN LUIS OBISPO
CONNECTION
The following series of informative reprints are from a
well-known personage among
groupswho have investigated
and researched for truth and
who has published much information. He has published
information which has jeopardized his life on many occadonswhichindicatesthat ALL
OFYOU NEEDTHEINFORMATION. He has sent a packet of
information which needs to
bebrought
. . to your attention-

AGAIN. His outlay is a bit
Werent iaboth presentation
and in some det*.
I honor
this person and respect hi.
research.
He has given p m i s s i o n
that we may utilize any and
all of the documents in any
way we find fit and suitable. I
thank him for his gracious
wlllingnerr to share. I do not
yet, howwer, have permission to call attention to this
person by name so will only
refer to him at this time as
R.R. I, ftuther, use the term
"himn as generic reference.
I offer the reprinted information as given-wit
. . hout
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simple and foolproof that it manner.
you there is absolutely no
could have, and indeed probThe RC- 135 is the U. S. danger, as a precautionary
ably has, been repeated many Air Force version of the measure, we will descend
times. The following expla- Boeing 707 and is very sirni- to a low altitude where
nation is, in all probability, lar to KAL 007, which is a cabin pressurization is unprecisely the way it was ac- Boeing 747. The RC- 135has necessary, while we check
complished.
a payload of 45 tons of the out the problem. P l e ~ s e
007 left New York City most advanced, incredible fasten your seat belts. The
on August 3 1, 1983 on the electronic equipment ever seat belt light is on. Thank
first leg of itsjourney to Seoul, devised. It is capable of any you."
South Korea. Its midpoint kind of communication
Under the camouflage
stop was Anchorage, Alaska. transmission and reception, of one radar "blip", 007 deThere it stopped to refuel and radio and radar jamming, scended from approximately
possibly disembark passen- stealth capability, radar false 30,000 feet to approximately
gers and cargo. While at imaging, and computer func- 1000 feet. At that altitude it
Anchorage airport, 007 re- tions that would make the wasbelowtheradarnetwork.
moved several tons of cargo movie "Star Wars" appear to Then 007 made a course cordestined for Seoul, Korea and be a stone age production. It rection and turned back toadded four extra tons of fuel. also cames devices which ward Route 20, which was
Remember this extra fuel a s can distract and divert in- its originalintended commerit is a n important factor in coming missiles and laser cial air route between Anthe plan. If 007 had taken devices which can prema- chorage, Alaska and Seoul,
the
shortcut
across turely explode incoming mis- Korea. This route does not
Kamchatka and Sakhalin siles. Although it is fiction, fly over Russian territory.
Island, as has been alleged, the book "Flight of the Old While flying at these very low
it would have used six tons Dog" accurately describes altitudes, 007 used up treless fuel.
these -systems and the au- mendous amounts of fuel.
In the early morning thor, a n Air Force intelligence This was the reason for the
hours of September 1, 1983, officer, attests to their real- extra four tons of fuel in the
007 left Anchorage fourteen ity.
first place.
minutes behind schedule.
Meanwhile, the two RCRemember this fourteen minRADAR "BLIP" AS
135s, flying "stacked", as
utes, as it also is a n imporCOVER
one radar "blip" continued
tant factor.
along 007's original mis6/26/92 #1 HATONN
Meanwhile, Korean AirIt has been established guided direction toward
(CONTINUED)
lines Flight # 15 (015)amved that somewhere between the Kamchatka. After about ten
athchorage, approximately coast of Alaska and the minutes, when 007 had deTHi3 SAN LUIS
one-half hour after 007. KAL Kamchatka Peninsula, 007's scended to the low altitude
OBISPO CONNECTION 0 15left Anchorage, approxi- flightpath was intersected by and was off the radar, one of
mately one-half hour after a n RC-135. This is not en- the RC-135s turned off and
We are going to take up 007. KAL 0 15 left Anchor- tireiy correct. 007's flightpath continued on its mission and
again the Sari Luis Obispo age aboutsix minutesearly. was intersected by TWO RC- returned to its base at SheConnection in the order of This also is a n important fac- 135s. The two RC- 135s left mya. This left the other RCthe documents sent to me. tor.
their base at Shemya, in the 135 continuing along 007's
This is going to be dealing
When 007 left Anchor- Aleutians, flying in very close misguided path over Russian
with the
age, it was noticed that it was proximity or, in Air Force lan- temtory. For all intents and
ten degrees off course. If 007 guage they were "stacked". purposes the RC- 135 was
LAST FLIGHT OF KAL would have continued on this In this condition they would now 007.
007
The real 007, flying
course, without correction, appear as one "blip" on a
it would have taken 007 radar screen and therefore under the radar, reached
W e have written on this across the Kamchatka Pen- assumed to be only one air- route 20 and intersected the
subject several times but I insula and Sakhalin Island. craft!
path of KAL 0 15. The deparbelieve this deals more di- This was a diversion and was
When the RC- 135s in- ture times of the two airrectly with persons involved to establish r a d a r tape tersected the flightpathof007 planes allowed 0 15 to catch
and is worthy of repeating records to prove that 007 all three aircraft appeared up to 007. Remember, 007
information at any rate. flew over Russian territory. as one "blip" on the radar leftfourteen minutes late and
you, R.R., for your Itwas NOTadvantageousnor screens of the international 0 15 left six minutes early.
sharing. We
reprint ex- desirableto send 007 on a n radar network. At this point, Under the radar shadow of
intelligence mission across the pilot of 007, Captain 015, 007 ascended to their
actly as given to us.
QUOTING:
Russian temtory. 007 had Chun, made an announce- flightplan (Route20)to Seoul,
Incredible as it may neither the electronic capa- ment on the intercom, some- Korea. For all intents and
seem after nearly nine years, bilities for performing an in- thing like this: "Ladiesand purposes that "blip"was only
the sabotage and destruc- telligence mission nor the ca- gentlemen, this is your cap- KAL 0 15. For all intents and
tion of Korean Air Lines Flight pability of avoiding detection tain speaking. One of our purposes the "blip"over Rus007 h a s gone completely and apprehension. 007 was instruments is indicating a sian temtory was 007.
undetected and unresolved substituted by a U.S. intelli- discrepancy in our cabin
In the event (and of
by the people of the world. gence-gathering aircraft, an pressurizationsystem. Al- course in the mind of CapThis.act of ~rmrisrn
.was.s ~RC-.135,
.& the. fallnwing.though .wte nmt.to. ~qr.w)stain Chun) that the.RC- 2 35.

more than cursory input. I
have no wish nor intent to
slash and cut another's work
s o - a s is our practice-information is given as nearly in
full as possible and with NO
CHANGES IN CONTENT. IF I
COMMENT AS WE MOVE
ALONG THEN I INDICATE AS
MUCH. Therefore, I require
that YOU be in the balancing
of the information with that
which you already have and
then I suggest you get your
hands on "back" JOURNALS
such as SPACEGATE, SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET,
BLOOD AND ASHES, END OF
THE MASQUERADE, THE
DARK CHARADE and in addition, allof the TANGLED W E B
SERIES. If you don't have the
information, backup and confirmation-you aren't going
to know what hit you, beloved
friends.
You must understand, further that there is massive
confrontation among and between factions of this "New
Global Conspiracyn which
only vies for top positionthe GOALS are the same.
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was not detected or apprehended, this is what would
have happened. The RC- 135
would continue on-its mission across Kamchatka and
Sakhalin and on across the
Sea of Japan. There it would
intersect Route 20 and merge
with 0 15and 007. The three
airplanes would again appear a s one radar "blip".
Then there would be a repeat
performance of what happened earlier. The RC- 135
would descend to a very low
altitude to where it was off
the radar, turn and return to
the base at Atsugi, Japan.
The two KAL airplanes would
then separate into two radar
"blips" and proceed on to
Seoul, Korea as if nothing
unusual had happened.
Instead this is what
actually happened. At a precise, predetermined point, the
RC-135, posing as 007, now
over Sakhalin Island, still
over Russian territory, but
close enough to the Sea of
Japan to fake a crash in international waters did this:
It turned off all its shortrange radar jamming equipment, radar fdlse imaging and
turned on its strobe lights.
b essence it was saying,
"Here I am! Right over here!
Come get me!"
FAKING "CRASH"
LOCATION
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0 15, KAL 007 was destroyed
by a bomb in its cargo hold,
detonated by a radio signal.
007 was over the Kurile
Trench and descended five
miles down into the Pacific
Ocean where it will never be
found. There it lies today.

Several hours after the tion of more information
crash it was announced that from valid sources. The
007 was forced to land on point, keep further in mind,
Sakhalin Island and the pas- ln this presentation in point
sengers and crew were all is to speak of the San Luis
safe and sound. The pur- Obis o SLO) Connection
pose of this was to call off and 0 to sensationalize
and discontinue any air-sea one or another "incident"
p:This portion of the story search and rescue mission. of their actions. If you a s a
is not quite correct as you This was to d o w any debris reader miss t h a t very
will note if you have been to sink into the ocean and point-then you are
reading the JOURBALS. disguise any evidence ofwhat to only be further con use
Flight 007 was not de- might really have happened. and perceive discrepancies
stroyed until AFTER it had All the accounts which place in various stories-it is the
layerlistninpointherein.
been accompanied to a 007 over Russian temtory
landing site and crew and are wrong as presented. It pecifcally, in some of the
passengers removed-they was never desirable nor ad- writin s the author is nailreside in several various vantageous nor necessary to ing W 'am P. Clark and a
places of incarceration in have 007 overfly Russian ter- few others, like Ronald
Reagan, Bush, etc. I t also
Russia to this day! Before ritory.
The magazine article reveals the connections and
you say this is impossible,
I would harken you to at- T h e Last Flight of 007" by operationsof law firms, pretend the MIA-POW sce- FletcherProutyandthe book dominantly in West Coast
narios going on right now "Explo 007" by R.B. Cutler a r e a of Sinsheimer,
regardingRussi8~-he1dU.S. are the most accurate. Both Schiebelhut & Baggett and
people. There were some of these accounts have some n a t i o n a1/ i n t e r n a t i o n a l
IMPORTANT persons on holes and discrepancies in firms a s in Shea 86 Gould.
that plane both that were them. The purpose of this This blight runs through
intended to be killed be- report is to fd in the holes the entire world real estate
cause of their knowledge and correct the discrepan- foundation, drugs, money
and some because it was cies in these otherwise well laundering, pohtical. corruption a s well as .Bank
desirable to have them on researched reports.
the aforementioned bases
The political rarnifica- involvement, S&Ls, etc. You
off-planet. There are mul- tions and reasons for this name the problem-they are
titudes of amissing" sci- disaster were necessities, ei- involved to their eyes in it.
entists and Elite-some ther real or imagined, of the
Now we will continue anpoorly covered by repli- Reagan Administration and other subject, in listing, numca-ome
just missing fol- high-ranking U. S. Govern- ber 3.
lowing announced death, ment officials.
etc. Casey is a good exEND OF QUOTING
PROJECT PAPERCLIP:
ample in point. NO-I am
One WilliamP. Clark (JusTHE NAZI INFLUX
NOT joshing you!] [See tice) was the connection and
QUOTING:
JOURNAL #44, VoZ. II in the the central figure inthisevent
There is a definite conTANGLED WEBS series for andwas (is)powerfulsecond
nection
between the "NewWorld
more on KAL 007.1
only to Henry Kissinger.
The following paraDon't get all hung-up on Order"of Adolph Hitler and the
graphs are included to pro- what are seemingly variations "New World Order" of George
vide details to fill in some and discrepancies in details Bush. It is right there in San
"fioles*and to correct some of this story. Remember that Luis Obispo County, California.
Project Paperclip is the
discrepancies and tie to- in the operationsof such blagether any loose ends. Sev- tant intelligence operations-- operation where the U.S. Goveraldiscrepanciesexist. First it is hard to find the pieces ernment brought hundreds of
of all, in order to sucker the and get the players all to- Nazi scientists, doctors, intelliRussian fighter into shoot- gether to present the gence agents, and military pering at it, the RC- 135 turned %holen. This is the incred- sonnel to America after World
on its ustrobe"lights. Out- ible value of such a clearing War 11. They were integrated
side of the ContinentalUnited house a s is the LIBERATOR into aerospace and munitions
States, Korean Air Lines
and other such shared docu- industries, medical science,
not use "strobe" lights. It ments-sothatanoverallpic- military and intelligence agenused "blinking" lights. An- ture can be concluded. Please cies. Following are excerpts
other discrepancy was the keep in mind that as these from PROJECT PAPERCLIP by
variation in time between the particular articlesor writings Clarence Lasby, THE TORBIlT
missile firing and the explo- may seem u n f i s h e d or only DOCUMENT by William Torbitt,
sion on 007. Yet another tri er more curiosity-that THE NAZI CONNECTION TO
discrepancy was the last ra- is %e pu ose-for confw- THE JOHN F. KENNEDY ASdio transmission indicated mation of%eadYpresented SASSINATIONby Mae Brussel.
that 007 was not experienc- material, correcbon of ma- They may be somewhat out of
ing any abnormal condition- .terialand ideas and revela- cow-,
so the reader is cau-
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The Russian fighter
plane in the vicinity intercepted the RC-135, identified it, and backed off several
miles and fired its heat-seeking missiles. To avoid sucking debris from the anticipated explosion into its jet
engines, the Russian fighter
turned off and prematurely
announced, "The target is
destroyed*. With its advanced technical capability,
the RC-135 neutralized the
incoming missiles with its
laser devices, dropped a
simulated explosive charge,
and rapidly descended toward the Sea ofJapan to fake
a crash. It dropped some
debrisandsomehuman body
parts and, under the mdm,
flew on to the base at Atsugi.
Simultaneously, flying
in the radar shadow
. . of KAL
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tionedtostudytheoriginaltexts. Shaw, von Braun, Dornberger
a very
ETONS IN THE CLOSET, a close association with the Nazi
PHOENIX JOURNAL.]
agency and its commander.
When it was obvious to
The BrunesnachrichienHitler they would be loging the dienst, better known as theFed-uar against the USSR, all top era1 Intelligence Agency or FIA,
Nazis made detailed plans for is largely dependent on the CIA,
two years on how to pro'ceed - which subsidizes and controls
next.
it. The director in 1963 was
Speer met with Dorn- Reinhard Gehlen, aionner exberger, a t Peenemunde, the Nazi colonel "repatriated" in
missile and rocket factory run August, 1945 by Allen Dulles,
with Werner von Braun, and who at the time headed the OSS
instructed him in "the disper- in Switzerlandandwas in charge
sion of funcfionsthroughout the of American intelligence activiReich". Translated, that meant ties in occupied Germany. See
'get ready to come to the U.S." - the book REINHARD GEHLEN,
...: The British did win a MASTER SPY.
token victory: over the protestaFrom 1932 until 1945
tions of von Braun, they con- Werner von Braun was Addf
vinced their ally to- relin-quish Hitler's most dedicated Nazi
ahy c l a m on -General rocket scientist. A s a matter of
Dornberger; thky considered fact, given a few more months
him a 'menace of the first or- time, von Braun'saBuzz Bomb"
dei" who deserved to be "left pn and V-2 rocket in 1945 could
the dust-heap." A s one En- have turned the tide and forced
glishman explained tp his the allies to seek something less
American friend, the. military than total victory over the Third
commander of Peqnemunde Reich. An enthusiastic Nazi,
"will ever have in mind the de- Von Braun's V-2 rocket had
sirabilitjr of hturning to a res: killed thousandsand thousands
urrected Reich carrying with of British Isle residents and the
him the knowledge accumulated 6ound of the approach of the Vby the German r'bcketeers-while 2 was terrorizing the entire Enworking under -Allied- patron- glish countryside.
age." The Americans wer6 not
In 1945, as the Russians
anxious to import the enemy were approaching Von Braun's
general. After listening fo moni- rocket headquarters, he and 115
tored conversations between other of his Nazi rocket scienDornberger and fellow inmates tists escaped with vauable paof detention centers, they con- pers and traveled west in Gercluded ' h e
had
a n many until they could turn
'untrustworthy attitude in tfiemselves in to the Allied
seekingtoturnallyagainstally" armies in the west. Later the
and that he would be 'a source same year, Von Braun and the
of irritation and fufure unrest" 115 other German scientists
among the Germans if he were were removed to Fort Bliss,
sent to America. One American Texas,where they remained ungeneral quipped that "Wemay ti1 1950 Jn 1950, Von Braun
trade him to the Russians for a and the others were moved on
dish of caviar." p u t His to the old Redstone Arsenal in
Majesty's govemment had plans Huntsville, Alabama, where they
of their own; they imprisoned remain to this date.
h h for two years hoping to find
Von Braun, immediately
some legal basis to place him ifl upon arriving in the United
the dock at ~uremberg: Only States, made close personal
upon his release in 1947-was friendshipswith J. Edgar Hoover
Dornberger free to accept a con- and Lyndon B. Johnson, and
tract under Project Paperclip- the relationship remained close
which led eventually to the di- with Von Braun working with
rectorship of Research and De? Hoover in security in the Tenvelopment at the Bell Aircraft fiessee Valley Authority and the
Company.
Redstone Arsenal and later, be....In the transfer of-the- ginning in 1958, they worked
Nazi rocket scientists, the ser- together in the secui-ity of the
vices of~dolf
~itlsr'sintelligence National Space Agency. 1958
agencywasused extensively knd was theyear that Lyndon John[Hf1also mge you to get SKEL- and the others began
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son, as majority leader of the on to become a naturalized
Senate, helped to push through American citizen, but never
the National Space act.
abandoned his loyalty to Hitler.
In March 1944 the Ge- Flynn went on to make "Santa
stapo learned that von Braun Fe Trail" in 1940, co-starring
had expressed in public a de- with Ronald Reagan, and the
featist attitude about Germany's two paired up for 'Despemte
chances in the war, and adesire Journey' in 1942. [H: Just to
to design a spaceship rather sort time and space a bitthan a weapon. Voracious in youwillrecall that ErrolF'lynn
their demand for control of the continued his escapadesright
V-2 program, the S.S. leaders into the Cuban war playing
used this information, together with Castro.]
During this pre-WW I1
with a trumped-up charge that
von Braun had Communist period, Reagan also worked for
leanings, to imprison him for the FBI as an intelligenceagent.
two weeks in a Gestapo cell in A s J. Edgar Hoover had already
demonstrated Nazi sympathies
Stettin.
Von Braun was a highly and later inserted 642 Nazis
visible "hero" so he was sent to into aerospace military, and govNASA at Huntsville, Alabama ernment positions, the queswhere he worked on rockets. tion is WHOSE government was
Dornberger was a convicted, Reagan working for? Reagan's
sentenced war criminal and re- enthusiastic use of the 'King
quired a lower profile, so he was Alred Plan", CSTI, FEMA and
sent to Bell Aircraft where he REX 84, leaves little doubt.
worked on the spaceship pro- Hoover's FBI-Division 5 and the
gram. One of these, a nuclear CIA carried out the assassinapowered TAV (trans-atmo- tion ofJohn F. Kennedy. George
sphericvehicle)operates at Area Bush was a CIA "asset" at that
51 in the Mojave Desert in Ne- time. k e became Director of
vada. [H: Among several other Central Intelligence.
places.]
A s America stood on the
REINHARD GEHLEN
threshold ofworld War11Hoover
Richard Nixon's political
continued a friendly relationship with the Nazis who dorni- career brought him inside
nated Interpol, the Berlin-based Nixon's 1960 campaign for the
international secret police. He presidency. In 1969 he showed
had been obsessed with the up in California with a high"Red Menace" since 1919when tech firm called TCI that held
he became head of the Bureau's classified Defense Department
General Intelligence Division. contracts. His translator for
Heinrich Himmler, Reinhard German projectswas Helenevan
Heydrich,ArthurNebeandother Damme, Governor Ronald
fanatical Nazis were active in Reagan's appointments secreInterpol. Even after Hitler occu- tary. Von Damme is currently
pied Czechoslovakia, Hoover ig- U.S. Ambassador to Austria,
nored all evidence of Nazi death next door to the Nazis homesquads and atqocities and co- land.
In 1968 Reinhard Gehlen
operated with the boys in Berlin. A s France fell, Hoover ex- withdrew to his chalet in Bachanged lists of wanted crimi- varia. The chalet had been agift
nals, enclosing autographed from Allen Dulles. [H:Interestphotographs of himself. It was ing???]
Richard Nixon "couldn't
not until three days before Pearl
H a w that he called a halt- remember. he was in Dallas,
and then only because he feared Texas on November 22, 1963.
his image might be tarnished. [H: How many of you "old
When the war had been timers" can forget where you
imminent Roosevelt charged were on the day Kennedy was
Hoover with ferreting out Nazi killed in Dallas? Espedally if
spies in the Western Hemi- you had been IN DALLAS?
sphere. Two escaped his notice. W d , so was Bush and now
A s early as 1933 Gestapo agent you have the situation cornDr. Hermann Friedrick Erban ing unfolded as to WHY the
recruited Errol Flynn as an in- Watergate break-in-there
telligence source. Ei-ban Went were pictar- and documents
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in the Democratic offices to
be used as "gupfoddernwhich
proved the presence of BOTH
on that fateful day.]
But Nixon had also accumulated strong connections
with members of the crime syndicate, the Vatican hierarchy,
defense industries and known
Nazis. He knew them all.
What if he lost after those
seventeen years of preparation?
Would there be a back-up team
for the future? Could the Pentagon or Reinhard Gehlen visualize leaving the entire United
States presidency to chance
elections?
Remember what happened to Senator Robert
Kennedy on the eve of his primary victory in June, 19683
They can't get that close to 10sing it again, you know. With
both Kennedys gone, Nixon finally made it.
The Nazirocket scientists
are on management levels also
in the munitions and aerospace
industry. Walter Dornberger,
the Nazi general, left the space
agency in the 1950's to become
a high official in Bell Aerospace
Corporation and he was followed
by over 30 of the Nazi scientists
to control level in the corporations manufacturing munition and aerospace material.
This still left well over 60 of the
scientists at command level in
NASA.
This is the nomenclature
of the assassination team. That
is the way John F. Kennedy met
his death in Dallas.
At the top was Johnson,
Hoover, Bloomfield, Nagy, De
Menil, Prio, Jenkins, Hunt,
Baker, Jones, McWillie, Von
Braun, Cohn, Korth, Connally
and Murchison.
L.M. Bloomfield was in
overall charge responsible only
to Hoover and Johnson.
The second layer of participants with supervisory and
working assignments under
~1oomfi;ld ani the first group
were Walter Dornberger,ex-Nazi
general, Guy Bannister, Albert
O s b r n e of ACCC, E-E. Bradley
of ACCC, Morris Dalitz of L ~
Vegas, Major General John B.
Medaris, Robert McKeown, Igor
Voshinin, George Boune, Peter
Gregory, Maurice Gatlin, Sergio
Arecha Smith, Lee Harvey
Qswqld, . .William
Seymour,
;Z.~',L**+ : t ' r ~
..:)-I i
;: 16.:1 4
+ L ~ * )

David Ferrie, T. Gonzales,
The very first call to au- be changed and f w w i u w,
Manuel Garcia Gonzales, Layton thorities d k r the gun went off from observation, that it can
Martens, Gordon Novel, Walter on November 22,1963, w a s h only be for the better!
Sheridan, Williain Dalzell, Paul an employee at Bell Helicopter
SALU, HATQNN TO BID
Raigorodsky, Joe Bonanno, who suggested 'Oswald did it". GOOD-MORNING.
Dimitri Royster of ACCC, Alex Police never located the source
7 / 2 3 / 9 2 #1 I-IA'I'QNN
Carlson, George Mandel, Brock of both Oswald addresses that
Wall, Clay Shaw, Joe Cody,Jake day.
In 1988 Bush, the ReR.R. MATERIAL
Kesloff, Mike McLaney, Ruth
1Continuedl
a n d Mike Paine , and Igor publican presidential nominee,
Vagonov.
chose as his running-matdnDharma, let u s now turn to
Another of the Nazi space diana Senator Dan Quayle.
scientists who worked with the When a memo from the FBI inclusion of a segment of the
cabal was Walter Dornberger. head J. Edgar Hoover, was materialfromRayRenick. There
He had been the commanding found, stating that 'Mr. George are portions of that which will
officer of Werner Von Braun Bush of the CIA* had been be presented herein that actuwhile both were working for briefed on November 23rd, 1963 ally need clarificationand input
Adolf Hitler's rocket program. about the reaction of anti-Castro for it is not quite as presented.
Duringthetimeperiodinvolved, Cuban exiles in Miami to the The author would have no way
Walter Dornberger was a di- assassination of President of knowing all points which
recting officer in the Bell Aero- Kennedy, Bush's aides denied make my statement factual,
space Corporation along with he was this George Bush. We however. The writings in point
Fred Korth. The former Nazi wrote about this connection in, are not the main point of this
rocket officer was directly in I believe, TANGLED WEBS. VOL material so we will not make
charge of the assignment of JI. But allegations continue that lengthy insertions herein.
For instance, we have writMichael Paine to Bell Helicopter Bush is concealing long standCorporation, asubsidiaryin Fort ing ties to the CIA and to Cuban ten in great detail about Capt.
and Mrs. Gunther Russbacher,
Worth, Texas. Paine's assign- exiles such as Rodriguez.
***
who will be mentioned in the
ment was to provide a place for
Let u s leave this document text and there are discrepancies
Marina Oswald during the apin the information which need
proximate eight months prior to for now.
Chelas, I too am over- clMcation a t some time but
November 22, 1963. He provided for Marina to live with his whelmed this morning as my for purposes of Mrr Renick, it
scribe is withered by the mam- matters not herein. J u s t note,
wife, Ruth.
The Warren Commission moth amount of information readers, that we are simply rerequired planted evidence some- which MUST be gotten to you printing direct writings from Mr.
times in order to divert from Lee and the absolute inability to do Renick. We are grateful for his
Oswald's links to the Defense it.
sharing and may his experience
Dharma
has
agreed
to
simbe a gift of insight to you-theDepartment, assisted by Ruth
and Michael Paine.
ply continue on in writing re- readers.
QUOTE:
Michael Paine's occupa- gardless of what else is going on
tion at Bell Aircraft is with the so we will work through it and
PRECEDENT
Defense Department. This job feel blessed that the load is heavy
requires security clearances, so for it indicates RESULTS and
what would t h e unlikely oh, chelas, THAT is our purEvidence of Corruption,
Oswalds be doing in his home? pose. The Light shall be given to Collusion, Conspira~
and the
Oswald, the 'defector"?
shine upon you workers and Deterioration of The United
Paine's boss a t Bell Air- receivers of the word for-in States Judicial System:
craft as Director of Research this manner-the world SHALL
Almost 40 years ago,
and Development, was' none f i
\
other than the notorious war
CALL,TO SERVE:'FOE
criminal General alter
Dornberger.
CALLED TO SERVE
. COL. JAMES "BO" GRITZ
Dornberger was supPAL0 AI;TO, CA. 7/91
By
James
"Bow
Gritz
posed to be hung a t Nuremburg
$24.95 Book.
$20.00...2 Hour...Video Tape
for his war crimes, slave labor
In his book, Gritz lifts the veil of Bo tells the story behind the covert
and mass murders.
National Security to reveal how CIA operations of Viet Nam. He
The British warned the
U.S. not to let him live because
U. S. Forces have been usedas tools names those key individuals ineven after the war he was conby international elitists who are volved in the Golden Triangle
niving for another one.. As
guilty of drug trafficking,prevent- heroin trade. His is a message of
sstated, 'Dornberger is a meni n g w c a n pows from coming coungc and he delivaa a "find
ace of the fust order who is
- callto serve"to all who will awaken
home,admore,
untrustworthy. His attitude will
to the evil behind the "New World
turn ally against ally and he
To Order Call: h e r i a West Orderl,.
would become a source of initaa Nevada corporation
1800-729-4131
tion and future unrest." Project
,
Papercljp. Clarence Lasby.
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while in the U.S. Marine Corps,
I learned about the illegal heroin
trade and the complicity of the
United States Government, the
Central Intelligence Agency, and
Air Transport Command/Air
Americain this activity. Following are examples of my own
research and experience in this.
Included with this paper are
references, notes and documents. They are all'public domain and can be copied and
disseminated.
Colonel James "Bo" Gritz
made several trips to southeast
Asia to look for POWs and MIAs.
He returned information and
video tapes about U.S. Government/State Department/White
House complicity in the heroin
business. Thegovernment tried
to incarcerate Col. "Bo" to prevent his exposing t h e
government's- crimes. The
government lost its case. After
the trial, on the courthouse
steps, in front of the T.V. cameras, the U. S . prosecutor
Maddox announced, "George
Bush called me on the phone
and told me to 'Get Bo Gritz.'".
I personally exchanged information with Bo about drug
trafficking and assassination.
[H:I would like t o insert
a little "interest point" at
this juncture, regarding Bo
Gritz's case. The "government" set up one of Bok"co1leaguesn (which I will leave
unnamed here for the present
time) a n d brought some
dummy charges against him
and then offered in exchange
for testifying with false evidence against Bo, a dropping
of his own charges. The man
refizsed and k nOW s e m h h
Mth
of a fourteen-year
prison sentence. Still think
you a r e playing with a
"wimp"?]
Barbara Honegger exposed the "October Surprise"
story about how George Bush
and Ronald Reagan stole the
1980 election. Her friend Richard Brenneke faced incarceration for helping her expose those
two criminals. Bush's National
Security Advisor Donald Gregg
perjured himself a t Brenneke's
trial and Brenneke was acquitted. For several years I have
exchanged information with
Barbara and sent tapes to her.
I hope I was
able to be of some
,.
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assistance.
U. S. Navy Captain
Russbacher has been falsely
incarcerated to prevent his testifLing about his role as George
Bush's pilot in the "October
Surprise" election theft. I hope
myexchangeofinformationwith
Mrs. Russbacher has been of
some assistance. I have much
information on the Russbacher
case.
[H: Hereat I must make a
statement. I know well Mrs.
Russbacher and I have no comment regarding her story. I
DO observe that either she is
confused or has some facts of
misleading nature given her.
For instance, she had a severe
falling o u t with Barbara
~ o n e g g e rafter her relationship wegan with Gunther
~ussbacher. She .has been
badly used and abused at any
slicing of the cake, but some
of her facts are NOT. For
instance, she says: "....we
were just leaving Reno when
fighter planes were rallied
from Nellis to take us in custody (Russbacherand Rayelan
had just married and were
utilizing Casey's CIA "Little
Blackbird" craft). Well, a lot
of that particular story does
not add up and yet has been
told over and over and over
again. It k a long, long way
hom Reno to Nellis Field (right
a t Las Vegas) so WHY would
this slip of the lip be allowed?
It is also obvious and Rael (as
I call her) knows she was "setup" at every turn of the puzzle
prior t o her marriage of totally absurd circumstance.
This does not mean that her
Story k i n V a l i d ~ d y
that it
k OMOUS
there were NOT
coincidencesbut, rather, fully
planned encounters a t every
turn.
N e x t , Mr. Renickjust a few
days ago sent us a news release. I appreciate it very
much for within it was a notation that Rael had had an
investigation done and it was
discovered that George Green
and the Phoenix material are
both placed" disinfoxmation
resources. I speak for the
Phoenix material only, in this
instance, because there is
actually no connection with
George Green other than that
he owns the publishing com9
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pany, America West, through
which the JOURNALS are publirhed-not wen printed. The
LIBERATOR is now a totally
separate entity with a home
base of Las Vegas and
Tehachapi and NOT Carson
City. This is NOT to "pull
away" from one, George
Green, it is only to point out
that there is and never was
any other connection and I
will not tolerate George bearingresponsibiliQfor anything
of my own position. America
West publishes many books
and often, in promotion meetings and lectures, the JOURNALS are not presented more
than 'in passingn as reference. I protect his right to
privacy and he hasevery right
to promote his publications
anddistributions aswouldany
other marketer. I have not
been "discharged" by America West and therefore have
no fault to find therein. If
there is information held by
oneswhouINVESTIGATE"and
then speak behind handbacks-I suggest they share
openly with all of us. I, for
one, do not wish to give one
iota of misinformation to gqy
reader or receiver but I cannot be responsible for what
others utilize as "their opinion" ofmybooks and papenTHAT is their business and
none of mine.
I do know that there were
many discrepancies in Mrs.
Russbacher's story as written
and America West declined to
publish her book and/or promote her "motion picturew
proposal.
I n o t e a t length about the

Ruubacherstor).andhonolad

her greatly for her efforts in
the face of such tremendous
odds in her endeavors to help
Gunther. But, I must note
thatsometimestoomuchhelp
k very endangering to the
"inmatew. You ones must
know that Gunther k a pilot
of exceptional talents along
with being a "sheep dipped"
agent. He k NOT a native
American and therefore did
not find answers in the Constitutional Law Center for the
"law" simply says he is not a
citimn under that Constitution. I would, however, like
to h o w what HER resource
i
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investigators discovered that
is so hush-hush. I do not work
in "secret" so I suggest we lay
it ALL RIGHT OUT THERE ON
THE TABLE FOR ALLTO SEE!.
Gunther is in double jeopardy because his talents have
been needed-and utilizedby Bush s i n c e his incarceration. One of those instances was to fly Bush to and
back from Moscow imrnediately prior t o the opening
shots of the Iraq war. And you
thought UOctober Surprise"
was interesting? My, mythe Gorby-Bush arrangement
surpasses anything like an
uOctober Surprisen! The
'Blackbird Projectn is ever so
much more interesting than
is the "Blackbird" Spy-plane
SR-71in point. So be it. Istill
suggesttoallof you-DONOT
MISS THE TANGLED WEB series of JOURNALS for James
Bond rzewer had so much intriguzastruth. Infact, Javnes
Bondwasbrlcend~ct2yfrpm
incidentsoutof BrittshIntelligence.]
RETURNING TO QUOTE:
Many times I have assisted in organizing presentations of the Christic Institute.
MY filesare full of theirlnformation on drug trafficking, assassination,
laundering'
fraud
bank fraud and
much
of
theArnerto "put
ican Government for life. The
corrupt Federal Courts have
used
cheap
the
book toevery
prevent
themtrick in
bringing their
to the public.
My own personal involvement goes back almost 40 years
when I learned about U.S. Govemment/CIA heroin trafficking
in French Indochina ~ o d a y
hundreds of pOWs and MIAs
a n i n m e m t e d in Southeast
Asia, with the collusion of the
Department of Defense to hide
that dirty information.
I possess a short film clip
that shows William Greer was
the decisive triggerman in the
President Kennedy assassination. A Supreme Court Justice
from Santa Barbara headed the
commission that bhmed and
f-edaLnnocent
man that
~~~~rder1 possess papers, documents, and copies a lawsuit
that
in
Government
and
shows the
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the courts deliberately framed
and imprisoned the wrong man
for the murder of Senator Robert Kennedy. Judge William P.
Clark of San Luis Obispo is
mentioned in the lawsuit.
There is evidence that the
National Security Agency with
William P. Clark as President
Reagan's National Security Advisor was responsible for the
bombing of the Korean Airlines
KAL 007 and the murder of the
269 passengers.
My personal investigations, research and files on
murder and drug tracking in
San Luis Obispo County show
connections to real estate development, cattle business, and
hiah countrv officials and also
c&ection&o some of the highest government officials in the
~ n i c e dStates Government. I
was corresponding with Senator Howard Jarvis when he announced, "San Luis Obispo
County is the crookedest county
in the state." Public Works
Projects such as the Los Osos
sewer system are based on falsified data and are designed to
assist real estate development
and drug money laundering.
My personal attorney, Mr.
Phillip Simon, is in a very
precarious position. He's going
to have a fine time explaining to
the courts, the judges, the Bar
Association and his future clients how he can accept fees and
represent so many people on
opposing sides of an issue.
First of all he represented
Scott Alexander who was murdered because he knew too
much about drug tracking and
murder involving high governmentofficials. (StevenCarrwas
murdered because he could
identify George Bush's affiliation with Panamanian dictator
Manuel Noriega.)
Secondly, he represented
Michael Francis Aivaz, who, as
a federal agent used Scott to
help gather information on Los
Osos drug traffickers. Aivaz
was at least an accomplice to
Scott's murder. (Last time I saw
Mike Aivaz he was a "basket
case".)
Thirdly, he represented
this author,who has spent many
years gathering information on
these crimes. Simon was told
"up front" that this prospective
client's legal problems involved
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both Alexander a n d Aivaz!
Simon said, "I don't want to
hear about it." Having previously represented Alexander
and Aivazand living in the small
community of Los Osos, Simon
knew damned well what was
going on! Sounds like "conflict
of interest"?
Then he had the audacity
to decide by himself to NOT
forward a request for a quiet,
private conference. (However,
there may have been some collusion involved.) The public
dissemination of this information is based on his decision.
In all fairness it should be
pointed out that Simon is well

aware of the large number of
persons that have been "terminated with extreme prejudice"
(aU.S. covert intelligence term).
Perhaps he is just covering his
own backside. If witnesses,
presidents, senators, etc., can
beuterminated",lawyerswould
be "No Problem".
Under these conditions he
cannot represent me. Iwill petition the court to discharge him
and return all fees.
(Pleasemake and distribute copies.)
END OF QUOTING
Thank you, Hatonn to clear.

"Natural" Disasters Update
7/22/92 #1

HATONN

I can only hope you are
"keepingup" with the non-news
with "insight" for there is not
time to dwell on each pertinent
item. The world situation worsens in relative chaos as the level
ofimpact against the U.S. grows.

TREMBLE, TREMBLE,
TREMBLE
A s ones paddle from flooded
houses in flooded streets and
survey irreversibly damaged
crops in some parts of the nation, others are still baking in
drought. New strains of HIV
(AIDS)are presented along with
condom use and films of explicit sexual acts (to stem unsafe sex practices); TB is at almost plague levels; mosquitos
are bringing uncontrollable
malaria; termites which can
destroy a home in less than two
years have invaded; bees which
attack and kill have invaded;
troops in battle gear (with machine guns a t ready) patrol
around your airports in major
cities; troops are stationed outside all major cities for riot control; aircraft are being electronically voided and deliberately crashed (with visible light
beam); you are planning another go a t Iraq because they
won't let you into their "Agriculture" building to look for
rmclear weapons. They say
"...this won't be aucarpetbombing" like in the war [what hap-

pened to the "surgical precision" bombing?]; you are already in Czechoslovakia and
Yugoslavia (along with your
"blue helmeted" thugs); Egypt
is sending troops into that area
because people of "different
cultures and nationality can
bring and maintain order better i f the -people are stranqe
and alien"-and ones are going to teach Desiree'and George
how to better present themselves on stage (over my dead
vapor) to have aumoreinteresting 'showm and Dharma and
E.J. have had enough of the
assaults and accusations from
our enemiesUfromwithin". And
how IS your day?
EARTHQUAKES
Let me tell you something
which will not be on the news
until "after the fact": Within
the last two hours the WHOLE
of California from above San
Francisco to below the Mexican
Border is showing activity in
CONSTANT motion of approximately a level 2 points and rising-THIS MOMENT! Predictors with sensitive apparatus
for measuring (who,by the way,
have been "right on" from the
past dozen quakes) say this fault
"cannot hold" past the 24th
and, more likely, will go by the
22nd [that's today11. Calls are
flooding us daily with updates
and now anyone in Southern
California can "feel" the movement ifyoujust stop long enough

to attend it. I s today "your
day"? The expectations are of
magnitudes of 10 to 12 (or
higher) impact. Hundreds of
thousands are expected to
"transitionn-willyou and your
children be among them? While
you legalize sodomy and abortion, you also set up death by
quakes and volcano eruptions.
To each his own, but I would
certainly be efforting to get
square with GOD, my friends.
FOR ALL OF YOU WAITERS", I SUGGEST YOU GET
NON-SKID MATS UNDER ALL
OF YOUR COMPUTER A N D
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT.
YOU ARE GOINGTO UNDERGO
"LONG PERIOD" SHAKING.
WHENTHE BIG ONES HIT. THIS
MEANS THAT THINGS ARE
THEIR FOUNDATIONSAND/OR
PLACES THAN IN A QUICK-HIT
JOLT. YOU WILL EXPERIENCE
"BOTH", SO ACT ACCORDINGLY, PLEASE. IFYOUR COMPUTER SET-UPS ARE DESTROYED, WE CANT GET OUR
WORK DONE AND COST TO
REPLACE WILL BE PROHIBITIVE. THAT OUNCE OF
PREVENTION IS MANDATORY!!
I SPEAK OF THE TYPE OF MATERIAL
UTILIZED
IN
MOTORCOACHES, UNDER
"THROW RUGS" AND/OR BETWEEN MATTRESS SETS TO
PREVENT SCOOTING. IF YOU
HAVE A WAY TO LATCH DOWN
WITH AN ELASTIC BUNGIE,
THEN PLEASE DO SO-NOW!
THE MOVEMENTS ARE MOVING TO CRESCENDO AS THE
PULSES ARE BEING PUMPED
IN TODAY. I SEE NO SIGNS OF
THE "BIG BOYS" LETTING UP
ON THIS HORRENDOUS IDEA
OF DESTRUCTION A N D
POWER- PLAY.
BE PREPARED-AS IT IS ALL YOU CAN
DO IF TRUCE IS NOT FORTHCOMING.
PERSISTENT EARTH MOVEMENTS AROUND THE RING
OF FIRE
Reports are that earth movements are being felt and registered in almost as constant a
measure in New York and the
full length of the Mississippi
River. Remember the preparations of NASA and FEMA for
plans for handling tidal waves
and reroutingofthe Mississippi?
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The next article comes from PINPOINT A PHOTON BELT
a San Antonio, Texas newspa- ON JULY 25 AND CAN'T PREper via the New York Times,Los DICT THE "BIG ONEnWITHIN
Angeles:
YEARS WHEN BOTH ARE
Two weeks &o, one of the MAN-CAUSED?] Four years ago
largest earthquakes in Califor- the U.S. Geological Survey estinia history slammed through mated the probability of a huge
the Mojave Desert, leaving one quake's striking the southern
person dead, hundreds injured end of the San Andreas Fault at
and scores of scientists aston- 60 percent in 30 years (they
ished and shaken.
have said this for about 40-50
Astonished because this years). But in interviews last
earthquake did weird things, week, most scientists said they
likesettingoffearthquakesmore expect it to happen much
than 500 miles to the north, sooner.
ripping across four existing
"Most of u s have a n awfaults to make a single larger ful feeling that 30 years is wishfault, and helping give rise to a ful thinking," said Dr. Allan
new tectonic system that is Lindh, director of USGS Seisshearing California away from mology Branch in Menlo Park,
the rest of North America and Calif. "Everyone agrees that
nudging it toward Alaska.
Los Angeles and San BernarAnd shaken because the din0 should treat this like a
nation's most dangerous fault, final warning. It's like when you
the San Andreas, just got more clean up camp. It's time to
make that last pass through
dangerous.
Having examined their our cities, homes and lives and
preliminary data, scientists now act as if the damn thing will
say the twin earthquakes that happen tomorrow."
struck on J u n e 28-7.4 (upDr. Lucille Jones, a leadgraded to 7.5) on the Richter ing expert on the southern San
scale of ground motion near Andreas at the USGS office in
Landers and a magnitude 5.6 Pasadena, Calif., said: "This is
(upgraded to over 6) near Big a wake-up call. I think we're
Bear-significantly increased closer than any 30 years. It
the likelihood that the south could be two years or five years
part of the San Andreas will or longer. But that doesn't mean
soon generate a magnitude 8 or people should panic this week.
greater (10 to 12) earthquake, I ask them: What are you willpopularly called the "Big One". ing to do for the next two years?
Precisely how soon, they We have a higher hazard."
cannot say. [Strange thing is
Scientists usually take
t h a t I am now being de- each other's claims with reserve
nounced and assaulted be- until they have been reviewed
cause YOUR SCIENTISTS by independent ex -erts and
HAVE PLACED A PHOTON published in a scientific jourBELT ENTRY 'TO OCCUR nal. The California seismoloRIGHTONJULY25TH, 1992- gists have only just begun to
WHICH HAS SOMEHOW BE- analyze the data from the J u n e
COME "HATONN'S PHOTON 28 earthquakes and have not
BELTn. May I remind you, had time to write any papers.
please: HATONN HAS SAID But they a t least are taking their
THIS IS NOTHING OF GOD'S results seriously.
ORDER-THE PHOTON BELT
Scientists a t the agency,
WE EXPECT IS A uGREAT Jones said, have bolted down
BARRIERn OF ENERGY (PHO- bookcases, put Velcro on comTONS) AND WILL ENDURE puter equipment and doubleFOR SOME 2000 YEARS TO checked water supplies, batterFOLLOW. THAT IS NOT DUE ies and backup power systems.
UNTIL EARLY IN YOUR NEXT
The southern end of the
CENTURY. WHAT IS THIS San Andreas Fault has not rupLACK OF READING ABILITY? tured for over 300 years, Jones
THIS IS YOUR PHOTON SOME said. When it does, the shaking
THING OR OTHER AND IS A will be many times stronger than
LOT MORE "DEADLY" THAN the Landers earthquake and
ANYTHING GOD MIGHT HAVE could last up to three and a half
IN MIND. ISN'T IT EVEN minutes. The Landers quake
STRANGER THAT THEY CAN lasted 32 seconds.

Such a catastrophic
earthquake could devastate cities like San Bernardino, Riverside and Palm Springs, which
are within 20 miles of the San
Andreas Fault, said Dr. Thomas
Henyey, director of the Southern California Earthquake Center at the University of Southern California.
But Los Angeles and San
Diego, which lie farther west,
could also sustain seriousdamage if the shaking lasted three
minutes. Some older structures
on soft soils, built before strict
builaing codes were adopted,
won't be able to handle that
much shaking, Henyey said.
So geologists a n d
seismologistsare feelingasense
of urgency as they crawl over
the newly ruptured faults to
find out what happened and
what is likely to happen next.
In the meantime, they are
trying to solve mysteries about
the recent quakes.
[H: Ah ha-in the final sentence is the meat of the story.
There are so many "mysteries" to be solved with absolutely no ideas about how or
whathappenedl Mantampers
with "Mother Nature" and,
boy, the sting will come back
to give pain almost instantly!]
END QUOTING

venture with constant death
threats and with no future
expectation of being able to
change anything even if he
could somehow win. Can Gritz
win? Probably not but I can
guarantee he would make himself known if he was given as
much "push" as was given
Perot. It is strange t o note
that, with this suggestion,
teams tore into the possibilities only to find that in
mostinstancesthePerotcontacts had "never heard of anyone named Gritz" while, not
shabbily a t all, Gritz is on the
ballot in some 19 or more
states already! Any of you
still think there is no control
of the media?

Perhaps, since all were impressed with FIRST BLOOD I1
(RAMBO), you should simply
run Stallone for President and
he could shoot his way through
the government. If I were a
"violent warrior" I might think
that one pretty good planning.
Praise GOD for the keepers of
wisdom because "reason" and
"sanity" go before the fall.
Where are YOU in that line of
action?

VOLCANOSIRING OF FIRE
Activity of various magnitudes with some ready to erupt
and some are erupting, right
now-all along the entire "rim
of fire" or "Ring of Fire" as
many of you refer to the Pacific
circle.
PHOTON BELT
Nothing is changed that I
can see, except you are already
witnessing "tit for tat" games
utilizing pulse beams-in Russia and then in the U.S.
Will "they" pull a full "nulltimenon you? Well, they have a
bit more difficulty since a good
portion of the U.S. equipment
satellites have been destroyedbut there is still planned aUshow
and tell" of great magnitude as
a full demonstration of POWER!
Why would a Ross Perot
drop out of the Presidency
race? Who, in their right
mind, would continue such a

ELLARD'S LA W:

Those who want to learn will
learn; those who do not want to
learn will lead enterprises; those
incapable of either learning or
leading will regulate scholarship
and enterprise to death.
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Defining Our Criminal
Government
71221921 # 1

HATONN

DE FACTO u s . DE JURE

You ones in the world, in
every instance around your
globe, have "de facto Govern-.
mentsn-not de jure.
GOVERNMENT: DE JURE:
The system of polity in a state;
that form of fundamental rules
and principles by which a nation or state is governed, or by
which individual members of a
body politic are to regulate their
social actions. A constitution,
either written or unwritten, by
which the rights and duties of
citizens and public officers are
prescribed and defined.
GOVERNMENT DE FACTO:
A government of "face". A government actually exercising
power and control, as opposed
to the true and lawful government. A government not established according to the constitution of the nation, or not lawfully entitled to recognition or
supremacy, but which has nevertheless supplanted or displaced the government de jure.
A government deemed unlawful, or deemed wrongful or unjust, which, nevertheless, received habitual obedience from
the bulk of the community.
USURPATION: The unlawful
encroachment or assumption
of the use of property, power or
authority which belongs to another. An interruption or the
disturbing of a man in his right
and possession. The unlawful
seizure or assumption of government to supreme power by
force or illegally, in derogation
of the constitution and of the
rights of the lawful ruler.
The many books and articles
in patriot libraries give mute
testimony to the definitions of
words just given. These definitions as used, came from
BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY.
MORE SINISTER EVIL
The usurpation is not isolated to any one department or
agency only but has saturated

such fact does not exist.
Without going into great detail, the words just shown and
defined give one some legal perspective by which tojudge those
that use such devious tactics to
achieve their goals. The acting
government of the U.S., certainly, fits those definitions
down to the last jot and tittle,
almost as though these job descriptions were written just for
them.
Fraudulent concealmentand

the totality of government. But
there is amore sinister evil than
mere usurpation and the two
following words bring that element into clear focus. (Thank
you, TheConnector,July, 1992.):
SWINDLING: Cheating and
defraudingwith deliberate artifice. Usually applied to a
transaction where the guilty
party procures the delivery to
him, under a pretended contract, of the personal property
7 / 2 2 / 9 2 #1 HATONN
of another, with the felonious
design of appropriating it to his
As we move on, I would ask
own use. The acquisition of any thatwe share afewbriefthoughts
personal or movable property,
for ifwe do not turnunto GOD we
money, or instrument ofwriting shall surely be turned away from
conveying or securing a valu- his secure placements.
able right, by means of some
false or deceitful pretense or
TWE GREAT INVOCATION
device, or fraudulent representation, with intent to appropriFmm% i p p a r of
n tLight
ate the same to the use of the
w&hintheMindof God
party so acquiring, or of deLet light stream forth
stroying or impairing the rights
into the minds of
of the party justly entitled to the
men.
same.
Let Light descend on
FRAUDULENT CONCEALEarth,
MENT: The hiding or suppresFromthepointof Love
sion of amaterial fact or circumwithin the Heart of
stance which the party is legally
God
or morally bound to disclose.
Let love stream forth
The employment of artifice
into the hearts of
planned to prevent inquiry or
men.
escape investigation and to misMay Christ return to
lead or hinder the acquisition of
Earth
information disclosing a right of
From the centre where
action; acts relied on must be of
the Will of God i s
an affirmative character and
known
fraudulent.. . The test ofwhether
Let purpose guide the
failure to disclose material facts
little wills of menconstitutes "fraud" is the existThepurpose whichthe
ence of a duty, legal or equiMasters know and
table, arising from the relation
serve.
of the parties; failure to disclose
From the centre which
a material fact with intent to
w e call the race of
mislead or defraud under such
men
circumstances being equivalent
Let the Plan of Love
to an actual "fraudulent conand Light work out.
cealment." Fraudulent concealAnd m y it seal the
ment justifying a rescission of a
door where evil
contract is the intentional condwells.
cealment of some fact known to
Let Light and Love
the party charged, which is maand Power restore
terial for the party injured to
the Plan on Earth
know to prevent being deD a n k you, John]
frauded; the concealment of a fact which one is bound to disclose being the equivalent of an TRUTH = FREEDOM
indirect representation that

Meditation For
Today

i

swindling touch upon every
government transaction in some
form or another h m entering the
military to traveling on the highways. All inten=ourse with government, cornrnercjal or otherwise,
involves c r h h d t y on the part of
government,much ofit obviousbut
someof it m o devious
~
and dEcult
to identi@and, of course,most of it
is obscenely hidden through "seml?d i ~ ~ ~ uand
r ~conspiracy.
es

"December Surprise"
Bank Failures
FAILURES OF BANKS AND
OTHER GOOD THINGS.

,

I thinkthatthisnextitern should
gmsp you where you he411 your

pocketbook/ bank
EXPRESS-NEWS, Saturday,
July 18, 1992:
FDIC BOSS PREDICTS
MORE BANK FAILURES. Taylor
denies 'December Surprise'
th-v.
Al? OKOBOJI,I-

profits for the banking industrythis
year have only delayed another
round of large failures, the chairman of the Fed& Deposit Insurance Corp. said Friday.
But William Taylor again denied Anvtkne thev DENY, pay
attention!] there is a conspiracy to
put off the bank closings beyond
Novernbds election. Taylor also
said Congressmayhave to inthe $30 billion it already has provided for bank failures.
"Low interest rates may
make things look better, but they
will not sustain unsound institutions. There are anumber ofbanks
that wont survive," he said.
Taylor spoke at the annual
meeting of the Iowa Independent
Bankers, an oIganization of community banks with assets ranging
h m $10 million to nearly $600
million.

w:

Lastyear,ascQ~ongresswas
acting to shore up the bank insurance fune +he FDIC predicted it
would close bankswith about $80
billion in assets this year. E3ut
Taylor told the bankers that so far
banks with only about $22 billion in assets had failed.
"We are behind schedule
on this macabre objective," he
said.
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The brighter than expected pe-rformance so f a r this
year has led some economists
and politicians to allege a Bush
Administration conspiracy to
delay bank failures until after
popularly
the electio-atheory
known as T h e December Surprise". p:Title gleaned fiom
UOctoberSurprisemin which
Mr. Bush was a major operative in the holding of hostages in Iran until afker elecfiop..]
'I'm here to tell you that
bank failures have indeed been
delayed and perhaps a few
avoided by low interest rates
and other factors. But there
has indeed been no effort by the
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agencies I know to delay the
closure of insolvent banks",
Taylor said.
A law that takes effect in
December authorizing regulators to accelerate bank seizures
could raise closures toward
year-end.
Taylor said about 80
banks, representing $25 billion
to $30 billion in assets, already
fail to meet the new standards.
T h e 'DecemberSurprise'
is like the surprise that comes
down the chimney a t the end of
the year. It may be a surprise to
some, but not to those who have
been around," he said.
[It shouldn't be a surprise
to you either!j

tion of the BNL case and its him.
Often those who speak
policies toward Iraq.
Unambiguous answers out about Mr. Drogoul today
may be all that stand between have something to gain from
Mr. Drogoul and decades in undermining his credibility,
while those who know him best
prison.
But more than his per- keep their silence.
For example, Bruce
sonal fortunes are at stake.
Lawmakers trying to Kirwan, a former attorney for
unravel the BNL scandal have the bank, called Mr. Drogoul a
raised questions about the con man in court last April and
Reagan and Bush Admjnistra- said his insistence on cotions' secret support for operating with the FBI was "the
Saddam Huuein before Iraq ultimate act of someone who
invaded Kuwait in August thought he could still con the
world."
1990.
On the other hand, his
Rep. Henry Gonzalez (DTexas) questions whether those public defender, Sheila Tyler,
secret policies were affected by does not return phone calls.
personal interests of adminisNO PLEA BARGAIN
tration officials. Recently, he
released a memo showing that
And hiswife, standing last
President ~ u s waived
h
conflictof-interest rules for 11 Cabinet- week with a toddler on her hip
level officials so they could help in the front yard of a $200,000
7122192 #1 HATONN
this fiasco cover-up: Christo- set policy toward Iraq in 1990. home in Avondale Estates,
would not talk about her huspher Drogoul. You will hear
IRAQI-GATE
this name again and again so let CASUAL ABOUT DETAILS band. Mr. Drogoul recently filed
for protection under federal
u s get acquainted.
What do YOU think is going
The answers to Mr. bankruptcy rules to keep crediGonzalez's questions may lie tors from seizing their home.
on? Do you actually believe
BANKER MAY HELP
Mr. Drogoul, who is
that your trouble with Iraq is ANSWER OUESTIONS ON with Mr. Drogoul, a slender,
over the Agriculture building?
IRAOI LOANS
curly-haired, 6-footer born in charged with 347 counts offraud
New Jersey to a French father and conspiracy, told U.S. DisCould it be that Gonzalez and
(Peter Matius)
his committee are getting close
and German mother. He stud- trict Judge Marvin Shoob to
to the t r u t h about Banca
Headline: The Atlanta Jour- ied in France and graduated expect him to offer a detailed
nal/The
Atlanta Constitution, fromTemple University in Phila- explanation of the loans today.
Nazionale del Lavoro? And what
about SaddamandNoriegaAND June, 1992. [H: This is a bit delphia, acquiring several lan- He has no sentencing agreement with prosecutors.
Bush in the BCCI coalition? outdated but it fits right in guages along the way.
That means Mr. Drogoul
A s a banker he was known
But--can one nation just sim- with what is unfolding TOmore
for
aggressively
seeking
is
pinning
all hopes for leniency
ply murder another to keep the DAY.]
Christopher Drogoul has new business than for driving a on how favorablyJudge Shoob,
dirt under the rug? Still want
that One World Government the reputation of a man who hard bargain. He was consid- an appointee of President
with U.N. troop enforcement? answers aquestion with ariddle. ered casual about details and Jimmy Cartetr,viewshis stateBut since FBI officials seemed to crave the approval of ment.
You are watching it at work
"The fact that he is pleadfrom the Elite stealing from you- raided the Atlanta bank office his subordinates, associates
ing guilty is not surprising, but
the-people to wars on the basis he managed in 1989, Mr. Dro- recalled.
Paulvon Wedel, Mr. Dro- it is shocking that there is no
of a whim and to cover past goul himself h a s been the
goul's top assistant at BNL, re- sentencing agreement," said
indiscretions. Do you ACTU- enigma.
ALLY THINK Bush can allow
Federal prosecutors say counts that after signing a Edward Tolley, who represents
Saddam a hearing in all his the Atlanta bank manager "si- particularly important loan another defendant who reached
"mess" of criminal activities? lently picked the pocket of a agreement, the Iraqis showered a negotiated plea.
In April his bond was reDoes this smack of "...yes, we major Italian bank" by master- him and Mr. Drogoul with gifts.
have some U.S. prisoners in minding $5 billion in secret Mr. von Wedel opened one box voked and he was jailed, in part
Russia!"? Willyou pickup your loans used by Iraq to rearm in and blurted: "My kids will love for his own protection. Judge
Shoob said: "If there are other
faded and straggled yellow rib- the years leading up to the Per- it. A G.I. Joe watch!"
Mr.
Drogoul,
flushed
with
people
involved [inthe Iraqi loan
bons and bow down to his maj- sian Gulf conflict. Mr. Drogoul,
esty again? Well, it certainly 40, approved the loans while embarrassment, quickly cor- scheme], he might be better off
looks as if you will have the he was manager of the Atlanta rected his assistant. The face in a safe place rather than where
chance to find out.
branch of Italy's Banca on the Swiss watch was that of he is on the outside."
Mr. Drogoul's road to proBy the way, how many of you Nazionale del Lavoro (BNL). Saddam Hussein-not G.I.
tective custody in the Atlanta
think maybe the murders in
Today, Mr. Drogoul is ex- Joe.
Mr. von Wedel says that Federal Penitentiary began
Italy are connected to your pected to plead guilty in federal
U.S. government AND the court in Atlanta, even a s Con- during the late 1980's he saw a when he was named head of
THINK gress convenes a hearing in gentle man turn into "a ruth- BNL's Atlanta branch in 1984.
story in point??
AGAIN!
Washington on whether to seek less, compulsive liar, who
Let u s look a t the poor a special counsel to investigate cheated and deceived everyone" TRUTH =FREEDOM
bedraggled "Oliver North" of the administration's prosecu- and has agreed to testify against
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States a s ACIRICUtTURE or whatever seems appropriate.
W A N S I Would it not be likely We are flexible and can change
that uery imporfnnt do&- it if it doesn't sit right as we
men- regarding same would move along.
be housed somewhere in
This portion has been reImq's aAgrkutture Depart- quested for a long time and once
menP buildings? Ponder i f f we even asked if you-the-readI release you now to shore up ers wanted such an offeringthe loose objects and mat the the response was definitelyvery
computers. Ifnecessary, some- positive.
You can all find truth in
one should perhaps make a trip
into the city to make sure all
instruments are latched down.
I do not see enough care being
taken with our project equipment. Thank you.
Hatonn to clear, please.

Under h i s direction, the
Peachtree Center branch office
loaned nearly $2 billion to finance agricultuml exports to
Iraq.
Accordingto prosecutors,
Mr. Drogoul recorded the Iraqi
loans on a secret set of books
because they far exceeded the
official limits imposed by BNL
headquarters in Rome.
Until whistle-blowers
called in the FBI, it had been a
relatively simple matter to fund
the Iraqi loans by borrowing
money on the world market and
it back as the Iraqis re* aid their loans.
Immediately after the
scandal broke, Mr. Drogoul was
a model of cooperation with both
his superiors and prosecutors.
At the bank's request, he
immediately flew from Europe,
where he was on vacation, to
BNLJsofficesinNewYork. Then
he hired the law firm that the
bank recommended. Finally,
with the blessing of that firm,
he waived his rights against selfincrimination and told the FBI
his role in the scheme.
In an interview earlier this
year with n Manifestor, a Communist newspaper in Italy, he
said it was his "impression"
that former BNL general director Giacomo Pedde knew of his
loans to Iraq. But when asked
if Mr. Pedde or others knew the
details of his scheme, he said:
"Not everything...but they knew
the general direction."
And when asked to commerit
on
the
Bush
Administration's knowledge of
the Iraqi weapons program financed by BNL, Mr. Drogoul
said, "1 never understood why
in Washington they tell us not
to do this or that in our relations with Iraq when the State
Department and the Commerce
Department andeventhe White
House examined all of the licenser of exportation and
approved them."
m, what haue we hem?
Could this be the mason the
Agricu Lture Building i n
Baghdad is THE specvic
building of choicedersiege
-2
P'u hme
to acaLz that
massive
loans for a m , e&.,
funnelkd out of the United

confirmation of all I (we) write
for I only compile, bring from
the secret places and integrate.
You HAVE THE INFORMATION
available in all instanceeyou
simply have forgotten how to
look for it and where.
[Editor's note: The fZtst
insfallment of a N ~ Re~ '
seamh C o w is on page
21

.]

Seeing Thru The Lies
In Today's News

Research And
Verification
Department
7/23/92 #l
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Thank you, Nora, for your
hours and hours of work in the
dusty archives of a little used
portion of the libraries. We shall
begin in this Edition of the Libemtor, a section on Truth in
documentation. It will keep all
of us on our toes-I, that I don't
"slip" and you, that you must
stop disclaiming on the basis of
resources.
Nora has always, from onset
of the JOURNALS, been my
snoopy-dog sleuth. She has
dug into ancient texts in effort
to find back-up information from
credible ancient documents and
dictionaries utilized by select
groups, etc. She even took my
name, Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn,
apart letter by letter and did, in
fact, come up with the meaning
of each label, stature and origin
for the purpose of confirmation
of my being. We will henceforth
put segments of her research
into each paper and then we will
bind the information as suitable pages are assembled. A s
always, it is hard to know where
to begin because there has been
basically hop-scotch subject
material-as we write on various subjects. I know that you
will find it valid and interesting
as well as confirming and educational. I ask that she choose
a label for the segment of paper
reserved for her, i.e.: Nora's
Corner (as suggested), Sleuthing, Clues, Under the Eye-glass,
.
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more frequent in the beginning)
newspapers averaging some 30
I suggest that all of you regu- pages. This, too, is prelar readers NOW see the non- dominantly produced by ONE
news in different light and in- person. There is a small group
take. If nothing else, you can who Edit and Format and still
begin to generalize and see how we find that ones complain of
differing instances are con- not being able to read all we
nected. Today we can give ex- produce. We have chosen to
ample for new readers just tak- present it through this maning this morning's actions here ner sothat we canbett- d u and there. I have no desire nor ate the ability of ones to
intent to write shocking revela- READ-IF--only one person
tions-for frankly, there ARE sets the work to paper.
Why do I need to tell YOU this
NO NEW shocking revelations.
Every tid-bit is OLD and repeti- once in awhile? Because we get
tious ad nauseam. My intent is new readers who Poo-Poo the
to awaken you to alertness so material and discount'the writthat you reclaim your ca- ers--working on the assumppabilities to see through this tion somehow, that the work
man-laid veil of lies and into has gone on for decades. No,
rememberingyour purpose, ex- Dhanna first heard the name,
perience and journey. What I and met this person, Hatonn, in
CAN and DO do is to choose late 1987. All of our work has
that which is pertinent for the been accomplished in less than
moment and the rebuilding of five years of your counting, and
your knowledge data. I do the myriads of other projects well
research and choosing- under way in that same time
Dharma does the secretarial period. I would hope that you
typing and speaking for there is accept this as a challenge that
not enough time for any 'hu- presents 'higher input" to be
man" physical to discern, judge capable of this kind of producand organize such massive tion. We are not here for 'senamounts of material-even
sationalism" and constantly
through total plagiarism even must remind all of you of that
IF, in fact, the data were all fact. Ours is not to even have
assembled and ready to simply interest inUtop-secret"'insiden
'copy".
information other than to tell
If you doubt the above state- you what the 'big boys" are
ment-YOU go into a library doing in their own behalf and
and see wherein YOU would against you.
begin! I must remind you that
When wegetenougbfyo~
some 56 JOURNALS have been attention we a h d move from
compiled-54 by ONE person this type of contro~ershl
writing every word, since July of physical (andpoUtical1 hnman
1989. That ismore thanabook distraction to outlay the hevery three weeks (published) portant informationyou nee '
along with weekly (and often for transition to higher levels
7123192 # 1
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ofexperience,integratedwith
pour higher brotherhood of
Man. This requires, however,
that we give you the correct
input to uncover the rnisconceptions and lies fed to you through
the generations of ones who
would control the world as a
whole. You must understand
your "Source" if you are to rejoin same-it is quite logical
and reasonabletwo thingsyou
have now been trained to not
consider.

SO, THE PHOTON
PHENOMENON IN IRAQ
Stop it! You will NOT lay this
instance off on any "higher"
source of actors. What is happening right now is fully Mantampered and utilized for selfgain of the political would-be
kings.
You may note NOTHING happening in your "neighborhood"
but I can assure you that your
NAVY is finding itself bound by
some kind of phenomenon
which periodically shuts down
every electric circuit and electronic piece of equipment on
board ships and in command
centers--+- the area of the
Persiaa Gulf and in the Mediterreaean Sea.
You plan to 'surgically
bomb" Iraq again? Where are
you going to do that 'from"?
You are moving the Sumtoga
carrier from the Mediterranean
to the Gulf? Oh? You may be
allowed to get it there but you
are NOT going to launch planes
for bombing runs from it.
. You do remember, don't you,
that the Gulf War with Iraq was
Bush's war? Well, this one is to
get rid of the information and
destructive documentation
against him, personally, this
time. If you are a new reader,
you had best get the back copies of the paper, the TANGLED
WEB series of JOURNALS and
pay attention to the 'Gonzalez"
cong~essionalhearings.
The act of aggression as pronounced by your administration against Iraq WILL GETYOU
INTO A NUCLEAR WAR AND
THE BOMBING RUNS WILL BE
OUTOFISRAEL-WHY DO YOU
REALLY THINK BAKER IS IN
THE "HOLY LAND"? (The very
term makes me ill.)
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TIME YET TO FUNCTION
WITH INTELLIGENCE
Let me tell you how my crew
functions. We have ones fully
planning to fly, tomorrow, from
L.A. to Oregon (if the "big one"
hasn't happened). We have ones
going about their business as
usual-as long as they can do
so. They have "prepared" for
contingency happenings and
now go about their work.
Man has "free-will" and you
can be victimized or take control-whichever is your "bag",
Constant asking "if' "it" is on
or off doesn't do a thing except
immobilizeyou. The thingscoming down right now upon you
from earthquakes to power failure through pulsed photon lasers are none of our doing and,
therefore, not in our mandate to
control as to "timing". I can
only present probabilities such
a s how long the San Andreas
can stand the bombardment it
is receiving before slipping. You
have some little recognized scientists whose work is often simply laughed at-who can tell
you almost to the minute when
the rift will occur-but you don't
listen-so why continue to ask
and annoy them?
One of these men remains in
a "deadly" zone and, yet, he
has prepared his instruments,
laboratory and home for major
impact so that he can continue
to record FORYOU. I honor this
man for, actually, we are not at
risk of life or limb. Our ground
crew remains at risk but they,
too, have prepared and will sirnply ride out whatever comes
down the pike.

tricks in his own dirty little
hands. The alternative is to
ridicule and denounce, lie and
shu t-down publications and
pronouncements of truth by
force. This is happening at this
instant with many writers and
not to leave us out-we too.You
may not realize it but you averted
massively destructive wars by
U.S. "first-strike" on several
occasions by the publicity of
one or two men who knew the
plan and blew the whistle, the
first daring one being Dr. Peter
Beter and a risk-taking radio
interviewer on the very morning
ofthe planned strike. How many
times haveYOU been saved from
somethingand knew NOT? With
every major disaster you get
tale after tale from ones who
had "literal miracles" in timing
or placement. Where are YOUR
guardian angels? They are there
ifyou but LISTEN and act on the
infomation. You who ridicule
SHALL NOT HAVE THE LAST
LAUGH!
WE ARE HERE!

THER WAY! I believe it would
be considereda sick mind that
would demand a 12 point
earthquake to prove a spacecadet or a "nothing"newspaper and JOURNALS inept.
Funny thing--ones have described this material a s coming
from Dharma's "insane mind".
WHO is insane-the one who
tells Truth or the one who demands destruction for "proof"?
The only thing you can logically
deduct, if you squeak by again
for a short few weeks, is that I
speak Truth and the happenings are "totallf' controlled by
MAN. You can know this much
because your own scientists are
expecting the "big one" -and
cannot figure out what in the
soup is going on. When they
"find out" they must then also
bury the information under orders "not to panic the public".
But while they are silent, the
military troops build-up to'control riots". Riots? Why would
you have riots? You see, chelas,
YOU must begin to put the
pieces together for selves and
then you do not have to simply
accept anything from either the
Elite nor from "ME", for you
will see beyond the facade of
secrecy and KNOW the big boys
are up to something--which is
NOTgoing to do you much good.

Do you not think the Elite
know we are here? Do you not
think they know that the enemy
has capability of attack and
defense greater than your own?
Indeed! They not only know but
are annoyed that we continue
COLLAPSING JAPANESE
to botch their plans by telling
BANKS
you the truth of their actions
and plans. I want you to understand t h a t THE PEN IS
Things are about to burst in
MIGHTIER THAN IS THE Japan within the Banking sysSWORD! if it be in Truth that tem. I suggest to you who are
waiting for documentation from
the words are presented.
What can your offenders do the Japanese Bank as noted to
right now? We have told you me--get onto this NOW. There
their plans--if they continue, is hanky-pank and the Japathey
will be discovered for we nese stock-market is on the
PUBLICITY MAY AVERT
CATASTROPHE
already have spread too much verge of collapse. I simply suginformation. If they pull it off, gest you have your people take
You do, however, do great the worst is a bit of interesting appropriate ACTION without
service to your fellow man by ridicule and public discrediting waiting longer for after the topmaking a l l of this information which will call more attention to level 'meetings" tomorrow and
public--even if it be in ridicule our work and gain more inter- on the week-end, there will perfor THE ONES IN CHARGE ested people to our readership. haps be some massive changes
DARE NOT bring forth the full The finer "wars" of experience and, at the least, delays in transintent for the plan has been are NOT fought with a gun, my actions.
uncovered and the impact re- friends--not at all. Frankly, I
MERCENARIES
moved. The adversary relies on care not either way-for we need
ACT OUT PLAY
secrecy and deceit to pull off his more 'timew to get our working
dirty-tricks. Once revealed, he elements moving. We are not in
You must also note what is
is caught in his own trap if he YOUR game of war or sorting of
continues with his evil plans of power-we have a mission taking place in the 'bloc" nadestruction. If he cannot blame which considers neither. YOU tions where the warring contin'nature" or 'act of Godw-he is may thinkwe LOSEeither way- ues and continues despite
then caught holding the bag,of NOr JNSFP;-WE. ,
F , ~ I - - l . * c ~ e . ~ ~ r ~ f, , ~ ~ e
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even "humanitarian" shipmentsare interqupted. The news
reporters have now stated: "...it
appears that factions are firing
on themselves in deliberate
effortsto keep the fightinggoing
through incidents appearing to
be from opposition forces."
NO-the intelligence mercenaries
-are continuing the "set-up"
incidents to INSURE THERE IS
NO END OF THE HOSTILITIES.
Pay attention, chelas, or they
will slip these things over on
you. Watch all those cute little
blue hats at work! The downand-dirty players won't even be
wearing the visible sign but it's
all the same under the sheep's
costume!
Humanitarian aid? What is
this "new deal", 'old deal",
"let's make a deal" and/or "no
deal". You allowwars ofincredible hardship in South Africa,
the East Bloc nations and all
over the map--but you will go
into Iraq and bomb a n Agricult u r d building along with a few
hundred thousand people who
get in the way, while you still

Amarna in Egypt are the sight ogy, "Incense was burnt sevwhere Akhenaton had his new eral times a day and hymns
administrativecity (Akhentaten) were sung to the god, accompafor about 15years. The dates of nied by harps and other instruhis reign have been fairly accu- ments. The offerings to the god
rately set at between about 1375 consisted of fruits and flowers.
and 1355 B.C.
There were no animal sacrifices.
Akhenaton had fried to re- The worship was joyous, and
form the religion in Egypt, aimed the surroundings pictured by
at the extirpation of the cult of the artists of the period were
Amun-Ra, removing names bright and cheerful.":. ."Variant
from monuments, etc. His spellings(ofAten)are Aton, Adon
movement failed. The powerful and Eton."
priesthood of Amun-Ra hated
There is a carving on a stone
him, and his "neglect of Egypt's stele showing Akhenaton and
empire" antagonized the army. Nefertiti giving offeringsto what
There is some speculation that appears to be a representation
the king and his wife, Nefertiti, of a sun, an orb with rays exwere murdered. In any event, tending out to the earth(?)endAkhenaton's reign came to an ing in hands holding the ankh
a b r u p t end. Soon after (sign of life in Egypt) and with
Akhenaton's death his memory an uraeus at the base of the orb.
was thoroughly removed and There is no information as to
the capitol was returned to the artist, the meaning, or the
Thebes.
date of the art work. It is an
Nefertiti and Akhenaton's unusual representation, and
children were all daughters. appears to indicate, from other
Therefore, when the king died it Egyptian symbology, that the
was a son-in-law, Tutanhaten, "sun" or "god" or "Aton" is
who became king. He made wise and life-giving. Unfortupeace.with the priests atThebes, nately, the resemblance to the
cause"inhuman"murderupon and changed. his name to sun-leads many to conclude
thousands and thousands of Tutankhamen. He is probably that Aton was another sun-god!
innocent people in Iraq? I s this best known by the name, "King In addition, a "Hymn to Aton",
truly the kind of NEW WORLD Tut."
also found at the sight, has
ORDERand ONEWORLD GOVBecause the "memory of elements which support this
ERNMENT WITH FREEDOM Akhenaton and Aton were re- conclusion, although not deciAND JUSTICE FOR NONETHAT moved from the records of sively. Anyone studying the art
YOU WANT? Well, you are go- Egypt," it was not until the ar- and its meaning needs to keep
ing to get it whether or not you chaeological find at Tell El- in mind that the written lanlike it. You already have it! Amarma that much was known guage was very primitive during
The
Thank you, Hatonn to clear. about Akhenaton and Aton (at Akhenaton's time.
least in the West). The site of hiemglyphs and art had to tell
Akhenaton's administration the story.
Nm'S
mSw
was discovered in 1887. It
BarbaraMertz, who received
yielded
about
355
letters
and
her
Doctor's degree from the
C-R
cuneiforms documents, as well Oriental Institute at the UniverATON AND AKHENATON as some new naturalistic forms sity of Chicago, spent many
of Egyptian Art, which broke years in travel and study in
'ART I OF A
with the old stylized art forms of preparation for writing her book,
Temples, Tombs and HieroEgypt.
ATON, the One Creator God,
The argument still rages glyphs, The Story ofEgyptology.
was recognized by Akhenaton among scholars as to the na- She states that one of the forein the 14th Century B.C.
ture of Aton. Many still believe, runners of Egyptology, and esAkhenaton was known as or interpret the information to pecially the expounder of the
Amenhotep IV, King of Egypt, show that Aton was a new sun- hieroglyphic language, was
prior to his change of worship god that Akhenaton attempted James Henry Brested, who
from Amun-Ra to Aton. Amun- to use to overthrow the reigning wrote a major work on the subRa was the reigning sun-god "gods of Egypt".
ject. Brested called Akhenaton
worshipped by former royal
Unfortunately, some of the "the first individual in history"
households and the established writings and art works found at and "gave Akhenaton the dispriesthood.
Apparently Akhentaten (TellEl-Amarna)do tinction of being founder of the
Akhenaton decided to move the not clarify the issue for every- world's first monotheistic reliroyal household and adminis- one. "It is not possible to gather gion. Brested has been accused
t ration from The bes to precise information as to belief of overenthusiasm; some scholAkhentaten to break with the or doctrine," according to An- afs loathe Akhenaton as much
old r e w o n of Amun-Ra. The .thony S. Mercatante'm his book, as Brested admired him." (end
larchaeel@digsaat
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In their article on Akhenato~,
the Encyclopedia J u d a i c a
concludes.. ."at best, Akhenaton's 'Monotheism' (including the Hymn to Aton which
resembles Psalm 104) was a
form of Monolatry. After
Akhenaton's death, the old religious order triumphed and
Aton ism was effectually
stamped out."
One of the subjects of much
debate is the physical form of
Akhenaton, which shows slender shoulders, a protruding
tummy a n d heavy hips.
Akhenaton's images, and those
of his family, are more true to
life than all the stylized images
of kings that preceded him.
Unfortunately, the true images
of the preceding and succeeding rulers are not available for
comparison. Nevertheless, his
family is very attractive and the
art work reveals a loving family
group.
The controversy over
Akhenaton and the "Aton* appears to have grown more heated
since Barbara Mertz and James
Henry Brested. Cyril Aldred in
his book, Akhemton, King of
Egypt, discounts much of what
the former two said. The copy of
the book I was able to borrow
had notes scribbled in it
throughout-obviously someone else objected to Aldred's
conclusions. There are uncommon reasons why the subject is
so controversial-and yet not
too well known except: among
Egyptologists for the most part.
Some questions I personally
encountered while reading
about the Tell El-Amama digs
are:
1, If, as Brested credited
Akhenaton with, "the distinction of being the founder
of the world's first monotheistic religion" is true, where
does that leave ~ o s e and
s
the Israelites? A most difficult question because of the
dates and because of those
administrative letters found
at Tell El-~marna.
According to Ussher's chronological table of dates in
the Oxford Bible Concordam,joseph was in Egypt
about 1729 B.C.; Moses was
born in Egypt about 1571
B.C.; the children of Isracl
left Egypt about 1491 B.C.;
and the conquest of Canaan
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(Palestine) took place between 1491 and 1427 B.C.
This means there should
have been some knowledge
of the Twelve Tribes of Israel
in Palestine and among the
rulers of the surrounding
areas well before the time of
Akhenaton in 1375 B.C.100 years after the 'conquestmof Canaan by the *Israelites". Also, since the
Biblical account says Moses
was raised by a daughter of
the King in Egypt; and prior
to that Joseph had been the
King's Visier; and there had
been quite a fuss when the
children of Israel left Egyptthere should have been some
record somewhere giving an
account of these happenings
in Egypt.
There was no record of
Joseph, Moses or the Hebrews anywhere in Egypt
priorto Akhemton. Also, the
administrative letters between rulers at the time of
Akhenuton make no mention
of the Ismelites or of the Hebrews. The letters are from
rulers asfar away as Babylon
and all the places in between.
In fact, Egypt was ruler of
Palestine a t the time of
Akhenaton - having their
vassals in place t h e r e a l though there were some
problems and all was not
well. N e Z e s s them
am substantial and serious quedons about Biblical accounts-and the
problems have not been
dealt w i t h by those who
should be about the business of thetruth. Thevety
foundation of the story of
the IarreZiteg ctwnbled in
188711

S-if
Egypt was in possession of Palestine at the
time of Akhenaton (1375
B.C.) how dowe know? There
are administrative lettefS to
tell u s from the Tell ElAmarna. There were complaints from other rulers
asking for Akhenatm's
help with money a n d
armies. The fortresses in
Palestine had been neglected
during Arnenhotep 111's reign
and needed strengthening.
A fierce band of desert raiders, called Habiru, were
causing problems-appar-
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ently, from available reports,
Akhenaton was not a man of
war.
There is more to discuss
about the finds at Tell ElAmarna which I will take up
again. Before leaving the
subject of Aton and
Akhenaton you need to have
the *Hymn to Aton," ascribed to Akhenaton and
apparently found at Tell ElAmarna. It is the interpretation of Brested found in Barbara Mertz's book, followed
by Psalm 104 (fromthe Bible)
for comparison:

When thou settest in the
western horizon ofheaven
The World is in darkness like
the dead....
Every lion cometh forth from
his den,
The serpents they sting.
Darkness reigns. l .
Bright is the earth when thou
rises in the horizon ....
The two lands are in daily
festival,
Awake and standing upon
their feet.. ..
Then in all the world they do
their work.
How manifold are all thy
works!
They are hidden from before
us.
On thou sole god, Whose
POwers
no
other
posseseth.
Thou
earth
according to thythe
desire,
being alone:
Men, all cattle, large and
small;
All that are upon the earth.

.

thy works!
In wisdom hast thou made
them all;
The earth is full of thy creatures.
Dr. Mertz sees the above as
being 'two examples of a literary tradition which flourished
throughout the Near East over a
vast span of time!!" She later
writes some phrases from Syria
and Nubia where "Aton is God
also":

Uncover the Cover-up

The secret Government,
their illegal drug sales
and
plans for martial law.
Their tongues are diverse
Get the real story about
in speech, and
extra-terrestrials and
their forms and their skins
likewise;
why they're here.
For thou, Divider, has di- 1
Discover what the .
vided the peoples."
government doesn't want
you to know.
It appears Aton was known
to more people than we in the
Uncover the Truth
West have known! Also, it appears the writer of the aboie
Contact:
phrase may have been one dispersed from Babylon at the time
America West
the tower of Babel was put down.
Publishers
Unless of course there was no
Tower of Babel as we are told.
a Nevada corporatlion
Ifyou are able to obtain some
1-800-729-4131
books to read on Aton and
P.O. Box 2208
Akhenaton I suggest you read
Carson
City, Nevada
from several authors, in order
to draw your own conclusions.
Aton and Akhenaton are a con\
troversial subject among schol- F
ars and authors. Obtain as
YOU CAN SLAY
many early books as possible.
THE DRAGON

(Bibliography: Encyclopedia
Judaica, ~ e t e rPub. Co. Ltd.
N.Y. (1971)articles on the Tell
El-Amarna Letters and
Catalog
Ankenaton;
A khenaton and Nefertz'ti, an ExOf
hibition;
-inEgyptian
Mythology, by Anthony S.
P s a l m 104
~ e r c a k n t e pub.
,
Clarkson N.
Thou makest darkness and Potter, Inc. N.Y (1978);Temples,
it is night,
Tombs and Hieroglyphs, The
Wherein all the beasts of the Story of Egyptology, by Barbara
forest do creep forth;
The young lions roam after Mertz, Pub. Coward-McCann,
Inc. N.Y.(1964);Ahnuton, King
their prey; they seek
their meat from God.... of Egypt, by Cyril Aldred, Pub.
Tharnes and Hudson Ltd., LonThe sun riseth, they get them don, ( 1988); King James Verawav
~ n l adi down in their dens. sion of the Bible with Oxford
Man goeth forth unto his Press Concor&ance--no pubwork.
lishing date is given but book
And to his labor until the was purchased in 1940.)
evening.. ..
Oh Lord, how manifold are

1
1

By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
$10.00...Trade Paper

1

Thepurpose of thisJOURNALis to
inform you about the unlawful and
unconstitutional 16th Amendment
regarding Income Taxes. This information gives you the opportunity to determine whether or not
you are subject to, or liable for any
"Income Taxes" that are imposed
upon you. You will also learn the
history behind the unlawful and
unconstitutional establishment of
the Federal Reserve System and
The Internal Revenue Service.
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Alerts Hail From A11 Over
The Adversary's Playground
7/24/92 #1 HATONN

WONDERMENT
WANDERINGS
This moment is the last of all
havinggone before! It isalso the
beginning of all which is yet to
come! What will you make of
this moment?
CONFUSION

down.
NEXT ALERT
There is a TOP-SECRET
"test"of FEMA tomorrow (25th)
and this word is straight out of
Vanden berg, among other
places. There will be a period of
at least four full hours where
FEMA will be placed in TOTAL
control of the nation! Could
this have anything to do with
'null-timew,'no-power", 'riot
controlwand 'earthquakes"??
Better look very, very closely.
This will be a nationwide sweep
of the systems. This is so top
secret that when ones were
questioned on the 'insideA the
reaction was one of total
astoundment and '...how in hell
did you get that informationno one knows THAT!" Obviously secrets don't get kept very
well any longer.

Ah, you want to know all the
answers? No, you do not or you
would study your lessons so
that you can see the sequence
unfolding before you.
The adversary is the Prince
of confusion-there can be no
negative input or fear brought
upon you except in confusion
for how else can you become
helpless victims? Confusion is
the primary tool of choice and it
is utilized with a myriad of
distractions. Therefore, let me
give you some clues to attend SHAKE. RATTLE AND ROLL
and see if you had noticed and
if you can relate each to the
Cal-Tech has now issued a
others. It is a wondrous game if formal alert .to all participants
YOU but consider it objectively. in the Fire Department, Emergency Preparedness, Rescue
NASA UPDATE
Forces, etc., etc., that there must
be total alert for the San AnLate yesterday evening we dreas is going to 'go" at a level
had several reports from ones of 8 to 12 points within the next
who had contacts within the 144 days (but expectation is
NASA community-someat very within the next hours or immehigh levels of management. T h e diate 'days"). This is a little
word has gone oat to bigher lessspookyinacceptingbecause
echelons to secretly spread one of our own people was one
the word of top-secret activi- of the ones notified directly.
ties and the terms utilized
are: "Tell the people you conIRA0 WAR
tact in your families and close
to NOT panic but on
Iraq's a m bassador said
the 26th o r 27th t h e r e will be emphatically that 'there will be
a period oftotal darkness with no waf. He said this twice on
no electric power a n d a shut- Larry King's show last evening.
down of all electrical equip- How can he be so sure? Bement. T h e notification is not cause word is out that it is a
to go outside your immediate personal thing with Bush to
family units." Well, we are bomb the Agricultural building
close family units, are we not? in Baghdad. Therefore, Mr.
This SHOULD mean to you Bush has to get the other nathat the government and NASA tions of the Council (U.N.) to set
are on top of everything coming it up and make the order. BUT-

this won't be so good because
If you must go tromping
Mr. Bush has been informed about a n d wheeling and dealthat if there is war over this- ing in the coastal areas of the
ALL INFORMATION REGARD- Paciflc and along the coastal
ING ALL BANK DEALS,WEAP- areas of the Atlantic-TAKE
ONSBUILDUPTHROUGHTHE YOUR EMERGENCY GEAR,
AGRICULTURAL DEPART- FOOD AND CLEAN WATER,
MENTS, ETC., WILL BE W 9 E WITH YOU AT ALL TIMES. If
KNOWN. RECORDS ARE they pull off major shakers on
CAREFULLY KEPT AND IN- you along with an electric grid
SPECTORS WILL BE DE- shutdown, you are going to be
MANDED FROM OTHERTHAN somewhat inconvenienced, I'm
INSPECTOR TEAM MEM- afraid. Highways are not exBERS-AND THEY WILL BE pected to remain open-ESPETAKENTO THEEXACT LOCA- CIALLY WITH FEMA IN CONTION OF UDUPLICATES" OF TROG-FOR THE FIRST THING
ALL TRANSACTIONS! I would WHICH WILL HAPPEN IS A
guess, therefore, that it is a CLOSING OF HIGHWAY TRAFbit more awkward than sim- FIC.
You ones can argue with me
ply ordering up a bombing
raid. I d o note, however, t h a t about how ' ..and 1 HAVE to
m o s t of the we-the-people gow. So-go. Just expect to be
questioned on the street are blasted, battered and tom-and
fully in favor of going back to probably hungry if you don't
war to "get Saddamn. (sic,sic) prepare. I can see your ten-

BANKING MANEUVERS
Please note, States, what is
happening in California. There
is still no budget and banking
chits (IOU's) are now going to be
refused-starting with Bank
of America! This is far more
important than that which
seems obvious. This coming
weekend seems to be heading
up to be most interesting if some
of the plans don't get botched.
EARTHOUAKE RHE BIG
ONEL
All scientific registerson sensietive equipment-pointed
(points)to within these immediate 24 hours-not 144 days, for
this big shaker in California.
I'm sorry, chelas, but we
aren't getting much information regarding quakes, etc., from
elsewhere than California. We
note the rest of the country is
being beaten with weather traumas and flooding. The NASA
information, .however, came
straight from NASA headquarters-not California.
'a
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dency to 'defy God", but
FEMA??? I spread 'fear"? I
just suggest you be on your
good manners and behaviors as
you say goodbye to ones who
travel tomorrow-like as if it
will be the LASTTIME YOU SEE
THEM if you be in one of the
stricken areas. If vacations
won'twait-then priorities are
somewhat disordered, I would
suggest.
NO-I cant tell you WHEN,
then, it would be OK. You are
getting what everyone is getting, and more upon which to
make your choices and decisions.
You might well say, '...God
will warn meif-"
My, my,
and what makes you thinkTHIS
IS NOT THAT WARNING? I
would say that the adversary's
plans are working precisely
the way laid forth-nfwe,
fatigueandwhenyougiveupSTRIKE. I note that ones in
my own immediateteam have
a l r e a d y headed into the
coastal area for a confounded
seminar to push the book,
COMMITTEE OF 300. I would
note that Dr. . Coleman,
the
..-.-....
.
:,,4!
*
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authorof t b a t b o o c~~posllsd
~
BY THE WkY
the Korean war KNOW about public not be informed and the
hirr own parti&pation in the
over 300 men who were taken facts be kept secret. Any of
conference!! He M)ES get
IF your "allies* of the U.N. prisoner and placed in Sibe- those boys belongtoany ofyou?
i n d d e i d o ~ ~ and1
~ ~ ~would
o n are stupid enough to bomb that ria-from the Korean war. He All of them!
trike that as r great due and building in Baghdad-watch says that he even suggested the
wm*. out. You will ~ I o d some
e
devices which
cause you to
GOOD BOOKS TO NBTE r u e t h e d a y y o u e v e r h e m i o f
life-forms. You think I jest?
I am informed from America Forget it, this is beyond anyWest that the book IMMACU- thing to jest about.
LATE DECEPTION of which I
Let u s look at the things of
7/24/93 #1 HATONN
ofme-butmyheattistomwhen
have recently been writing- which only lies have k e n
your voice is so denied and ridi-shouldbe ready for distribution brought back to you, including
by the 15th of August. I do, "surgical bombing" which is
THE LORD IS MY
cule@ Man cannot know that
which he does and I anger and
SHEPHERD
indeed, highly urge you to get now called "carpet bombing
wish to stn'ke-out ared it does
this volume for it is equal in (widespreadand atrandom]" to
May I share Dharma's con- nothing but worsen the circumhigh-level information to the "...we have had to go in and
"Committeeof300"output. Are destroy the rest of the Scud versation with God as we sit to stance.
there some errors? Indeed- missiles." Oh? Then why, pen and all seems so dreary and
You give me waterfrom @our
that iswhy you have been given yesterday, were the announce- hard. She ponders and vacil- "still waters" and I seem to
so much other information ments made that this "...need lates in her Wants" and "don't qppreciateitnot-und yetllcnow
against which to sort and dis- to bomb Iraq before they can wants" just as do all of you. you will betherewithmore when
cern. Sharing and probing is launch their SCUDS at Israel' Fear is no longer among her my cup is empty.
Iknow that we are now walkthe only way you will ever find is absolutely mandatory$* reactions, however, as I find is
the story taking shape in cor- hogwash? I s it just another the case with all my workers ing in the wrlley of the s M rectly factual presentation.
incident of "overlooked" intel- herein. Frustrations and limi- ows-and death and misery
ligence? Or, are you-the-people tations of acceptance are an- shall be all about us and I wonHICRV
in the frying pan again with no noyinenot earthquakes and der, Father, if I will be strang
way out save by way of the fire? null-times. Dharma longs for a enough to LIVE in thisfonn for I
few days where things don't should surely rather go home
No, this is not a backwater
"hick's recreational vehicle".
TOO LATE NEWS
work-especially computers adletanother-nyother--take
and "radios". Also, our people this cup. %re is no bitterness
This is some stupid label indiI can only offer that which is are often desiraus of "having a in this cup--only sweet and
cating that "they" have developed a nice nc-v retro-virus available. We tto the very best 'big one" just to make a point, purely-given love but I think I
which will ultimately be more we can to keep you right up but Well, that is not the way GOD cannotface thut which will come
deadly than HIV (all of them), we only print on Tuesdays for works and so be the higher in- upon my brethren and those I
You will find that it will 'mi- the paper and then there is the telligence devoid of revenge as a pe-ve
to be my own. Thay see
raculously and coincidentally" mail.. .. I continue to write even cause of action. All of you have not, they listen not and I cannot
match that which the "shuttle if things are moot issues by the been told over and over again- seem to reach them and yet I
crew" was supposedly working time of receiving the material THE ADVERSARY WILL DE- know that I must release it unto
on "in space". No, you arejust for you can refer to the date- STROY HIMSELF-GOD DOES your carefor it is yours that shall
being introduced to the next lines and know that we didwhat NOT MAIM, KILL OR DESTROY. be done-not mine.
Please let that which I do reform of the "Last Great Plague", we could. If you are still around GOD HEALS, LOVESAND CRE(Which reminds me to remind to receive this-then might we ATES. May your understand- fled brightly upon your own beyou that the PHOENIX JOUR- have a moment of prayer of ing grow until you find peace in ing that others do not see darkness in YOUby looking upon me.
NAL, AIDS. THE LAST GREAT thanks for being allowed a bit of all things.
I ask only to sew urell and rePLAGUE is one of the books additional time to serve and reDHARMA'S CONVERSATION ~ & v edeafly that I NEVER mistrying to be banned by the ad- structure?
lead another or bring s o w or
versary (along with the PHOEHow many of you could WITH GOD:
pain
deh'bemtely upan another
NIX CONNECTION series) be- watch Bush as he was booed
The God IS my shepherd and for I have been given the gift of
cause our colleague Walter out of his speech regarding the
Russell wrote a few chapters POW/MIAissueyesterday? Did IknowthatIneed "wantnotn- ~ f t s - t o ~ n g l y s e r u e c ~ s y m c r
therein.) By the way, when the you notice the response of the but I constantly "do". I "want" hrmcis-not greater than any
lifelines"go down to the coastal audience when he started his until my very being isfilled with other---ody it is that 1know"
areas-these
diseases will old saw and song: *...do you it and I cannot sort one "want* yourpresence and Ido so wish
contarninate EVERYTHING. I think your Commander and from another. But I think; Fa- that all could touch that moment suggest you sit quietly down Chief would for one minute let ther, that I only want to serve as has bearme my m m r of the
NOW and get things squared even one man ......t t t 'The when the stmws are loaded and universe.
I donhunderstand, Father,
away a bit with GOD. What in group was 'older" and 'wi v:r" I find my back is stronger now
the world do you have that is so this time and he finally had to than ever beforeand my being is but it seems alright that wayfor
all-fired important to get done stop his speaking. But v ~ k ~ Ia t strong now that I have shed the I know that at the proper time I
"right now"? You'vewaited this hope you noted was this rrian's erttrc~prentof ego desires as will be given all as it wmes into
long-can not your travels and steel faced deterrninatir,n t.r, sef~c~rr~te
frk.m "being" wants. I its time ofunfolding. Survive? I
Futfter,fmwver, iflean don't wish to "surviveg-I only
games wait a few more days 'have his way". 1ndcr:d t.f,wr: i~)orulf:r,
want to get myjob done so that I
i\),c:.i
cleruc:t ~ c ! l emuyh
l
t f t ~yourmes~t
until at least the officialoMicials will be some hard sk~rrr~
<,r~rjc
i
s
,
rfcc:r:iw:rl
rrnrl
your
fmrior
m
n come honte-oh Father, I am
give you a bit of an all-clear? before this Novernbc:~fiav-o.
c,erufid
ji~r
/
cmrrr
ru~t
t~tiut
is
scrifl
SO
lonely 20 come home-I don't
You even h s r j ;irJ offjr.r:r r,f

A Refreshing COn~er~atiOIl
With God
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l i k i t here very muchforlcouldn't saw that I could not see. We be thepoint? Totruly "feel"with Godly man such a s James Grit2
remember how it would be and write on his grave marker, "He the soul must somehow be the and others who now come into
that the hardest things would be could see toofar," and I a n now point for Ifind no other. Ifurther my knowing who will push forof the hedrt a@ soul and not of understand at least that much realize, this moment, that Ido all ward &ALL coststothephysical
the physical. I do not under- and Imissed the diamondforthe thisfor myself and not mugrup- being or materialgain. Inow can
stmd how W E could take this moment of discontent which Ifelt cent2y for "others" and I sud- understand it and I am gmtefil
mostperfeed andwonderjblphce needed the "doing" more than denly know that this is the way for that understanding bearuse
and bring such degmding pain "hearing'andthe opportunity is it must be for there is only the I see ones seeking, so honestly,
and agony upon her being--is lostforever. Please do not let me ONE and I havefound it. I think, purpose and it isso hard to stand
YOUR forgiveness big enough lose again because of failure to sir, that Icango back to ourwork by and know they can find no
nowforlam again "still". Thank help save God throughselfinthe
for this? Ithink that mine is not SEE.
so I'll have to work at that I
I sit here and I can feel the you for hearing me, Father, for finding.
Is it alright, Father-I don't
suppose. Ithinkas Isit here that earth quiver and tremble- the days seem short and filled
there is nothing to Torgive" ex- stretched unto the breaking and withconfusionand Iunderstand like most of the lessons!? I simcept the asking you toforgive me I wonder how much more she why ones write to you through ply do not like almost all of the
for not "remembering"and "for- can take of thepulses before she me-for in the writing comes the lessons-but my soul seems to
getting" so completely. Could I rends apart. How much more of understanding--the very act of do so-what a strange contrawalk through this again and the pulses can we take before putting thoughts intofabric wo- dictz'on of experience. I believe
again and remember so little and we rend asunder-I think my ven into meaning. I shall look that life is a total contradiction
barn so little? Must the lessons head will burst-for I feel the differently at the many letters and someday I would. like to
always be harder and harder time upon u s and there is no whichfrow-foronessimplyseek spend time on that subject with
and harder? The tasks are noth- place to hide and Iwantit OVER-- to touch and pen their thoughts you, please. Ah, yes sir, I do
ing-I know that my task is the just let it be overfor the waiting and there needs be a receiver- see-the contradictions are
least in difficulty-for I have not is so hard-it is the waiting which transmitter to share reality. The sorted through the wisdom
even to "think" and others must seems endless. I hear voices greatest gift whichis given to me, gleaned fmm the lessons-S~U.
do so much to bring the word to from another time, anotherplace after all, is the acceptance of that Yes, I think I can handle that bit
use. I am grateful and cherish and those fmm the room next greater sourcefor which I repre- of insight and would you gmnt
my place-I must have done door and Icannot separate them sent a contact. May Ialways see me someday, somewhere-lXVE
something right along the way- I've seentheplacesprepared for the writings as the gift and love to think upon these things?
I wonder, Father, what it might u s and they are wondrous-I it is--and never a burden for Thank you for hearing my petihave been for I donVremember wonder why man cannot see? ones share their hearts with you tionfor my heart was truly weary
earning these stars in my crown. How came it to be that I can see and Ican visitin theirquietplaces this day and I thank ones for
Please look after the lambs, those things and others cannot? and through that I am blessed. allowing me to take *their" time
Father, for I know that I cannot l a m blessed but Iknow not why May I never treat it as a burden for self. I know that we all ask
mine. the same, Father-to not err and
nor have I the "right", but I will or how. I know that I, too, had for it is in your ha&-not
do that which I can to hold the choices-but why does it seem Ican only apologize that my limi- to not miss that which we should
lamp SO that others can see the that there were no other alterna- tations, of necessity, become be doing as our portion. Please,
way as it is shown to u s who tives save this one?
yours as well. Pleasejust let no just always let u s see our steps
serve here in this garden overI miss Little Crow today-he onejudge you as lacking by that that we miss nothing allotted to
grown with thorns and weeds- has kept the wisdom and still which I cannot do for ofien I our attention and responsibility
perhqps we can sort some good has been*~humanand strong-- believe it to be that way.
for that which each of u s doesfrom the chaff.
Thank you for yourpatience touches so many. Ithink backto
why can I not be strong and
Gyeorgos, what ever are we remernberalways-wisdom? He a s we grope our way along and a time sitting with a fiend (a
doing? Ican't rememberthe way does not always practice in wis- lag m'thourlessons. Thank you, strangerthen) in Mt. Shasta-by
and I am weary of the trail-did dom, however-perfection is so too, for letting u s gnow together the name of John-who offered
we actually think we could do blasted elusive. Ifwe are to walk so that we are not alone for it is so much and "took responsibilthisjob laid forth? I must rest on this path-why then, can we not not enough to have YOU "there" ity" in a situation because he
your KNO WING because I try, "save"another? Would it not be and u s "here"and, yet, it is hard looked at me and said, "I dare
but I cannot remember enough rather nice? And yet, how smug to break the teachings of the not take the chance that this is
My mind is stuffed to bursting of me, I see nothing to save any- eons of time--thank you, sir, that not most important." Iwonder i f
with it all and, yet, it seems I one Ofromq for they do that the soul KNOWS so much more he remembers and could he ever
~ r ~ nremember
ot
any of it wor- which they m'll in any event so than the facade of physical for know how much those few minthy of refzedZion. I sit here and why would "my" way be better therein is the comfort-ununthinin utes have touched this journey
over and over again. It was a n
stare at symbols following each than theirs? I CAN see THAT the KNOWING.
other m s s a blue b a c m u n d one-forldo know the end of my
Ionce watched a man speak unlikely meeting and yet over
and mt~rvelat the very daring of journey and the way to get and he held such intense drive the years and anly a couple of
such a mission. How came "Pto them-most do not and lam sony and knowing what he was seek- meetingssince-paths have been
do this? I cannot comprehend it for that ignorance for they only ing and his need to achieve. I changed and guidance and proand I k m w that the answer is have to look and take.
remember saying to selfand 0th- tedion given and friendship cekept just out of my reach and
So muchfor my prattlings. It ers present, that @it
would be so mented as if in eternal intent. I
understanding. I miss Paul to- seems there is so much and you wondeml to have such a know- have been blessed with many of
day, Father, and I want him to ones of your realms are here so ing of direction that NOTHING these guides and some who
kmw that lam tryingtodo myjob much and, yet, I have no %me" would be worthy of distraction served as teacherswhichseemed
as he constantly reminded me- or "space" to thank you for the from that cause nor any price too to have adverse consequencesin my own lack of understanding gips you give to me. it is hard for high to pay in servicem-how I wonder which gave the best
ofpurpose-will thechild always one cannot even "speak" for wonderjid to havefound it! How lessons? Iknow whichIpreferlead the parent? How I wish to another but how great that we wonderful to understand the I simply wonder which lessons
have him back to find what he aur "feel"foranother-mightthis
-thrustand drive of a patriot and are greater? I oan discern now,
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to balance the discord in self.
Most often ones feel like the
VICTIM and life just happens to
them whilst they understand
not responsibility and accountability for the circumstances
which they fmd selves experiencing.
And again I will repeat:
WHEN you understand your
error, it need not be repeated,
nor will you allow that discord
reentry into your energy field,
emotional, mental or otherwise.
You will have UNCREATED the
discord. Life does not just happen. haphazardly TO you. You
allow, create and participate
either in balance or without
balance. This is one of your
greatest lessons and to achieve
it you must learn to fill your
entire being with the loveof Our
Creatorwho has given the breath
of life and Whose plan IS DIVINE AND PERFECTION. It is
only HUMAN perception which
feels out of control of his/her
life and victimized by life insteadofMASTERofselfandlife.
Remember: it matters not
what circumstances, rich or
poor, crippled or healthy, man
orwoman.~~~orw~ite,sou
I
African o r ~ s i a nwhich
,
you find
yourself within, only HOW you
7/21/92 SANANDA
words, it is through this physi- you be ever AWARE of that which interact and respond to the circal experience you will achieve you think and then effort to cumstance is the MEASURE of
Greetingsprecious Druthea. the wisdom to KNOW Godly change the pattern or program your growth. All you see and
I AM Esu Immanuel Sananda. I behavior and actions and EVIL of error in thinking which is feel, touch and hear with your
AM in charge of spiritual el- ANTI-GODLY behavior and ac- contained within the "subcon- physical body and senses are
the props and set design for
evation and transition in behalf tions. Now once you KNOW, it sciousn aspect of the mind.
It occurs that when thought your soul growth. Even the
of Our One Creator Source, gets sticky, for you will then be
God/Aton. I come as a Host expected by self and God to live projections, be they of evil or of body you experience inside of is
with the ~ o s tofs God which are accordingly to the best of your 'goodness" in intent, are sim- a costume of sorts for the REAL
also known asthe Cosmic Broth- ability. You will .require and ply allowed to be thrust into the you is soul and that soul is of
erhood of Light. I serve only the even demand of self to seek the mass consciousness, there GOD Creator. You can and will
Lighted Source and with my balanced transaction and inter- comes a point of 'difficult* or eventually learn to work KNOWservice comes my responsibility change in EVERY circumstance nearly impossible return. In INGLY with God as a co-creator
to His children of Light. This of exchange you have in busi- other words you lose control of or you will be ever powerless
means ones who CHOOSE with ness, friendship building, and the projection and if it be dis- and bitter within your own cretheir own free-will to live within allother life exchangesyou have. cordant it will infect the mass ated self-victimhood. PROOF
the LAWS of God and Creation.
Will you always succeed? No, consciousness ofyour planetary you ask. What more proof do
Does this mean absolute although you will begin to know species. That is why we often you need than when your body
perfection by you ones? NO! the error of your thinking al- refer to the planetary human expires, YOU TAKE NOTHING
You will find, if you have not yet most as soon as the thought is mass consciousness as a cess- WITH YOU' FROM EARTH
discovered, that this physical expelled from your mind. Only pool, for all of the discordant PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS SAVE
human experience in which you by first recognizing an unbal- thoughts and feelings are swim- YOUR IMMORTAL GOD G&EN
find' yourselves is most often anced thought projection can ming about like bacteria await- SOUL!
I s this serious time, as Comvery much less than perfection. you then make the necessary ing to infiltrate any victim who
You are learning, though, research and adjustments to hasallowedemotionalandmen- mander Hatonn tellsyou? ABthrough THIS very experience your thinking so that you do not tal weakening and does not ad- SOLUTELY! For you are beginwhat the diarerencesare between manifest through your behav-. equately shield him/ herself in ning a new cycle within Crebalance and unbalance, discord ior and actions the unbalanced the GOD of Light shield of pro- ation and this is a Great Cycle
and harmony, love and lust, completion of thought projec- tection. Eventually, of course, transition which happens very
knowing and belief, giving and tion. Does this mean you have as is the law of reaping of that infrequently in your Earth
taking, sharing and coveting, control over your thought pro- which is sown, the discord will Counting. How many of you
.- . w c ~ ~. @
~ ~mr)g@~~hofhg~
sd
,j+s9p4qszAbsolutely,. as long as
*.&, return, to sender tto
3 , - allow
, a > Lsender
3s
really
~ ~ ~ 3understad
, I d ~\ ,
-*u
the opportu,4-tt2t
Father, for you have taught me
well-Iblunder so much less*quently now and the f h s
cannot stand in the light i f they
be ill-intended beings zuithinthe
shrouds. Iremember Little Crow
sitting and seeing more than I
w u l d ever see within myself
and he knew me not, onlyjust
havingmetsomehalfhourprioris it always that others can see
that which we cannot see for
self;, Ido see that we must each
do our portion or others cannot
complete their own. Idon't think
I like that for it seems the responsibility is great indeed.
Please don't ever allow me to
cause another tofail in his given
task because Idid not do mine. I
guess wewill knowwhenenough
is enoughand it isfinished-but
on the other hand,I think t h d it
shall never be finished.
Yes, I see why the ten commandments are only eightinother

comes from chaos only by the
taking of time to regain that
which is found only in the attachment with your Source. We
all benefit from the one taking
the time to reclaim strength and
harmony-fbr we must each
remember our responsibility to
self as well a s to others-for
after all, we are but one when
the chips are gathered-expressing in our myriad directions and perceptions. Would it
not be wondrous to love each
aspect of that ONE? We shall
learn-indeed, we SHALLlearn.
I salute each measure of
growth in my students, chela,
so the time is not lost--only the
gold molded more finely. The
cup of knowledge can never be
filled-but KNOWING can become ALLso be it and blessed
are the 'seekers' for they shall
Aho.
be given to 'finding' if intent be
Dharma, it is fine, balance in tnith. Salu.

p k s o f God-becausehw can
one discern the Sabbath for all
days should be kept "Holyband
how curt we discern when to rest
(pf-offl? Ifnothing is ever "finished",only continuingforeverthensomeofthose "mun-made"
COMMANDMENTS won? cut it
for theyplace one man superior
to another in power and control--ah ha, Father, I am learning quite a bit. I m n ' t take more
time, though, for I know that we
have work to be done but I feel
ever so much better and when I
do haw timeto %inko;I believe
my thoughts w i l l be more mature
for the clearing of these minutes
to talk.
Iwouldpleuse takea break to
attend the babies needing feeding. M a y Ialways rememberthat
it is to be Your will and not mine
sothat Ido not become distmcted

How To Get The Most Value
From Your Human Ex~eriences
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nities for soul growth during rememberingthe knowledgeyou THE TRANSMISSION AS YOU GESTTHATYOU COORDINATE
this timeframe? Very few in- brought in wholeness when you SO INTERESTINGLY CONFIRM WITH THE CIA THROUGH
deed. Or elhe many, many more came in birth within the veil of IN YOUR "CEASE ORDER".
EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE
of YOU would be about Our forgetfulness to this place. Per2) ONLY "STATIC" WAS RE- AND/OR READ THE LIBERAFather's business in YOUR daily fection only exists in GOD. Ex- CORDED!? THANK YOU FOR TOR. WE DO NOT, AS WITH
experiences. Doyou KNOW how perience in all dimensions of- YOUR CONFIRMATION, SIR. YOUR GOVERNMENTS, KEEP
long your soul h a s been trapped fers lessons for achieving per- WHAT WAS IT THAT YOU EX- "SECRETS", FOR OUR MISin physical exgeriences a n d fection, but each must learn to PECTED TO HEAR? DID YOU SION HAS NOTHING TO DO
lifestreams on these lowest di- sustain that perfection in living EXPECT AN OPERATIVE WITH WITH YOUR ELITE POLITImensions? Do you remember and giving love in balanced in- A DELIGHTFULLY SHAM BRIT- CIANS, GOVERNMENTS OR
what you have lived through in terchange on a moment to mo- ISH ACCENT WORKING FOR INTERNATIONALSUBVERSIVE
your past lifestreams to EARN ment basis. It is one thing to THE QUEEN OF GREAT BRIT- ACTIVITIES OF ANY KIND.
participation within this time- intellectually know balance, it AIN? THERE WAS A MORE FURTHER, WE FIND YOUR
frame?
is quite another to sustain the SIMPLE WAY OF FINDING OUT "NEW WORLD ORDER" AN INSome of ycu KNOW you've knowledgeconstantly. Thefirst THAT A PULSE ONLY PRE- TERESTING BUT RATHER
been going round and round on step i s KNOWING the difference, SENTSA STEADY SHRILLTONE PRIMITIVELY DELIBERATE
t h i s wheel for MILLIONS of for any error can be corrected if OR "STATIC". MOREOVER, I MOVE TO DESTRUCTION OF
years. I s it not time you take the lesson and understanding DO NOT BROADCAST EXCEPT FREEDOM FOR THE POPUstock of self beyond this physi- of WHY it is error is achieved. AT VARIOUS AND SUNDRY LACE WHILE THE ELITE GAIN
cal a n d seek the higher guidThank you for your atten- TIMES WHEN WORK IS IN TOTAL CONTROL THROUGH
ance WITHIN which tells you to tion, precious chelas. Oh, the PROGRESS. IF YOU CANNOT ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT
SHAPE UP a n d do your home- lessons are many, and yet look DECODETHETRANSMISSION, AND FORCE. WE DO NOT INwork for FINAL EXAMS ARE a t that which you have gained. THEN I MUST FURTHER SUG- TERFERE NOR INTERVENE IN
UPONYOU? YOU AREINYOUR God's team is the winning team
FINAL EXAMS, PRECIOUS for it is HIS game. Whose side
PRE-FLIGHT
PHOENIX OPERATORI
CHELAS, AND I AND THE REST will you serve today? TomorOWNER MANUAL
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE
OF GOD'S HOSTS ARE COME, row? Be ever thankful for these
By Sananda, Lord Michael, St.
PHOENIX, VOL. I
NOT YET UPON YOUR PLACE, lessons and for your adversarGermain...$10.00
By
Jesus
Sananda, Lord Michael &
TO BRING A S MANY OF YOU ies, for you are growing beyond
**OPERATOR/OWNER
St. Germain...$10.00
MANUAL ON TAPE
WH 0 S0 CH 0 0S E YOUR your adversaries' games a n d
This JoURNa
continues the series of
$20.00...(FOUR TAPES)
GRADUATION
DIP '0 MA God is ever patient for you to
spiritual insmctioos for ~ m ~hu m a s msJoURNAZ
wnbs
and
IS 'OUR
OFF grow
His Ditransmitted by the Master Teacher and rules live by which
bep you
OF THE LOWERDIMENSIONAL vine ~ r e s e n c e w i t h i n ~ oThank
u.
Spiritual Guardian of Earth, Jesus fumlyon the lighted
of ~ ~ ~h~
d .
WHEEL OF EXPERIENCES. you, precious Dru, for sitting
saoandq with contributions by ArchanBrothen
that
uoderYOU (PHYSICAL) WILL NOT with me this day. I am with you
gel Michael and St. Germain. Some standing and living by G ~ L~~~
& ~of
Topics: Testing - The Creation - The Balance, you will obtain your ticket for
REMEMBER IF YOU 'FAIL" TO chela, especially when YOU think
Healing Power of Forgiveness - Friend- graduation off of this planetarydimenGRADUATE WHEN YOU NEXT YOU are "all alone". God holds
shipand the Path t"Oneness-ThePower sion. This manual presents the Eighteen
INCARNATE SOMEWHERE IN you securely in His wings of love
PHYSICAL EXPERIENCE, BUT I and protection. Walk gently
OfUn"ty*pew
- under- Cosmic Laws of Balance of God hcludstanding "Restless"Feelings - Exploring ing me fighest L~~ of ~h~ Creation,
GUARANTEETHATYOURSOUL with one another in peace and
the Root C ~ Uof
Sh
~ ~ e c ~ r i-t Knowing
y
H~~ to ~ ~ ~ othegAnti-ChristWithin,
n i ~
REMEMBER AND
love and God walks with you
Your Intent - Discernment, Insight and Unde-ding
peTSOnal~~~~~.bili~~
BE MOST "LM' DOWN" FOR ALWAYS! I AM Sananda, One
and the Twelve Deadly Sins (Errors).
THE LESSONSWILL CONTINUE with God in His Service. Salu.
TO BESTRICTAND, FORSOME,
EVEN MORE HARSH LESSONS ATTACK, conk from page 1
WILL BE ACCEPTED.
ATE YOUR RECOGNITION OF
You can say, "So WHAT!" OUR ORIGINAL BROADCASTa n d dilly dally around breaking ING FREQUENCY4URREADGod's Laws, a n d I promise you ERS NEED THAT CONFIRMAthat that sort of attitude a n d TION. A S TO "CLAIMS", WE
behavior will only cause you ALSO CEASED "CLAIMING"
much distress a n d regret at THE ORIGINAL FREQUENCYAT
AND THEY CALLED HIS
SATAN'S DRUMMERS
transition time of your bodily THATTIME, (THISCAN BE VERINAME
JMMANUEL*.I AM
By Sananda...S10.00
SANANDA
death. For you will judge SELF FIED MOST QUICKLY BY
InthisdeeplydisturbihgJQURWL,, Jesus
By
Sananda
& Judas Iscarioth
with God present a n d you ones "RICKP AT RADIO "KOA", DENSananda exposes the truth about the enS10.00
ergy called "Satan",the adversaryto God
are MUCH harder on selves than VER, COLORADO, (TEL:
of Light. Satan's fall from status as The story of the life of the one known as
God ever would be. SO BE IT. 303:893-8500),WHEREIN IN A
"Lucifernis-outlined. We learn how to Jesus of Nazareth (Immanuel) is told by
On the other hand, or the RECENTLY BROADCAST INrecognize evil and how to protect our- Jesus and his disciple and scribe, Judas
"goodn news is, t h a t with your TERVIEW THERE WAS GREAT
selves from it. Satan's presence is docu- Iscarioth. Judas Iscarioth's name is
graduation comes remember- A'M'ENTION CALLED TO THE
mented within "SatanicCults"with spe- cleared and the actual one who betrayed
ing of who you are and what FREQUENCY IN POINT. NONEcific cases of demonic possession, con- Immanuel is revealed. Absolute clarifiyour divine connection is with THELESS, ANY GOOD RADIO
trol, murder, sexualperversion and ritual cationis givenabout the numerous falsisacrificeof babies, childrenand animals. fications and misconceptions concernCreator Source within W is plan. OPERATOR WOULD SURELY:
Topics
include: Satan's Beginning - ing Immanuel's teachings and his life,
Will you be #All Knowing and HAVE BEEN RESOURCEFUL
Satanic
Commandments - Witchcraft - such as: The purpose of His Life, His 40
Perfect"? NO! You will leave ENOUGH TO MONITOR SUCH
days with Cosmic Beings, His CrucifixSatanic Symbols & Music.
this place with the knowledge A MINUTE SHORT BAND
ion and Resurrection and His journey
accumulated here, living within CHANGE, THEREFORE, I- AM
after his remction.
YOV,
D
&
FINP
God's and Nature's Laws,. apd
,. CQNFIDENT
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NOT SUFFER ATTHE EXPENSE
ANY ACTION, ALTHOUGH, IT IS AND APPARATUS TO CHECK SALU.
"I'EMPTING TO DO SO FROM THIS OUT FOR ''YOU-THE3. YES, INDEED, I THINK OF MERE "PEOPLE".
4.I WONDERIFYOUTRIED,
TIME TO TIME. WE COME AS PEOPLEuAND THEN, BOTHER THAT A 6 MONTH TRIAL AT
THE "HOSTS" O F . GOD IN TO INFORM US OF POSSIBLE DECODING TRANSMISSIONS JUSTIN PASSING, 169443KHz?
PREPARATION FOR SECURING DISCREPANCIESIN INFORMA- IS ADEQUATE FOR OUR PUR- JUST WONDERED! I SURELY
"OUR" PEOPLE--GOD LEAVES TION OUTLAY. MAY GOD BE P O S E S 1 TRUST THEY HAVE DO WANTYOU TO FIND WHATNCYI"I'INGT0"CHANCEp-NOT
WITH YOU, SIR, AND REWARD BEEN ADEQUATE FORYOURS. EVER IT IS YOU ARE REEVEN FOOLISH AND INCRED- YOUR SERVICE WITH THAT IF NOT, I'M SURETHETAXPAY- SEARCHING. C R A ~ TCOME
IBLY STUPID NONSENSE SUCH WHICH YOU HAVE SO WILL- ERSWOULD MOST CERTAINLY INTO VISIBILITY AT A HARASTHIS PARTICULAR"CEASEn INGLY AND SINCERELY GIVEN G m A FEW MILLION DOLLARS M 0 NIC RESONANCE 0 F
ORDER-ALTHOUGH WE ARE TO US. WE ALL UNDERSTAND MORE TO RECONSIDER THE 169443 SO PERHAPS THERF
IN GREAT APPRECIATION FOR THE "CYCLE" LAW-THAT
LENGTH OF STUDY-TIME FOR IS WHEREIN LIES YOUR CONTHE EFFORTS PUT FORTH IN WHICH IS GIVEN FORTH IS FUNDS ARE SURELY MORE FUSION. PLEASE NOTIFY ME
OUR BEHALF TO GIVE FUR- RETURNED-INKIND. THERE- VALUABLE IN THIS KIND OF IF THERE IS MORE I CAN DO
THER CREDIBILITY TO OUR FORE, I SHALL CONTINUE TO "STUDYwTHAN IN FOOD RE- FORYOU IN REGARDSTOTHIS
PRESENCE.
MONITOR YOUR TRANSMIS- LIEF OR UNEMPLOYMENT RE- OFFICIAL MATTER.
5. 1 SHALL IMMEDIATELY
WHY DO YOU THINK WE SION AND ACTIONS AND KEEP SOURCES. AFTER ALL, THIS
HAVE SET THINGS UP AS W E THE PUBLIC INFORMED. NEW WORLD ORDER MUST NOTIFY GEORGE GREEN OF
HAVE IN THIS PAST SEVERAL
MONTHS WITH CONTACTS AS
YOUARENOWWITNESSING?
!
TO PULL YOU OUT OF YOUR
WOOLY HOLES, OLD BUDSIGNAL MONITORING, FORT MEADE, MARYLAND
DIES, AND I WELCOME YOU
INTO THE ULIGHTn- MY
HAWAII 9 9 2 4 4 5 1 2 3 2 8 5 2
PEOPLEARE ONLY INVOLVED
!
IN PRESENTINGTHE uWORD"
AS WE TRANSMIT IT AND YOU
I
HAVEJUST CONFIRMEDTHE
TRUTH OF IT--WHY WOULD
YOU WISH US TO CEASE AND
DESIST? I MOST CERTAINLY RE: SIGNALS TEHACHAPI, CALIF. OPS.
HOPE THAT TKIS MESSAGE EDDYJO EKKER AND DORIS EKKER
HAS BEEN TRANSMITTED TO
i
ALL uBASES"AND CENTRAL 1. THE CLAIM THAT DORIS EKKER ALIAS 'DAAR14A" RECEIVES TRATJSMI SSIONS FRW A1
VORTEX RECEIVERS--IF SPACECRAFT COMMANDER ON FREQUENCY 169443 MHz (REFERENCE dEOROE CREW S T A ~ E ~ J
HOT, PERHAPS THIS MES- IS WITHOUT FCUNDATION AND MUST CEASE FORTHVJITII.
SAGE WILL NOTIFY THE REMAINDER OF THE INTER- 2 . THIS FRBPUBNL'Y HAS BEEN MONITORED FOR THE PAST 6 MONTItS BY 8723 ON A z + ~ ( R
ESTED PARTIES O F T H E CONTINQENCY AND ONLY STATIC WAS RECORDED. THERE IS NO SIGNAL "PULSED* ON.
;
WONDROUS COIWIRMATIOIO FREQUENCT 169443 MHz AS CLAIMED BY DORIS EKKER AND GEORGE GREEN.
t
UFOR" US FOR 1, PERSONI
ALLY, WAS HAVINO A BIT OF 3 . FINAL TEST MONITORING TODAY (210022651:
JL) ON ALLEGATIONS T1IAT SUCH TRAN
DIFFICULTY GETTING BE8ZON8 WERE BELNa RECEIVED BY DORIS EKKER 2 0 4 2 4 BRIAN \JAY TEHXCHAPX CALIF.
LIEVABILITY
TO
THE

--

1

t

i

Ik?G RECEIVED.

4 . TC, COL, STRATON FOLLOWS:

IF WE CAN BE OF ASSISTANCE
NO TRANSMISSION 01J FREQUENCHY
TO YOU, PLEASE NOTIFY US
169443 MHz T6DAY 2100Z26JUL. THIS
FOR WE CAN BE REACHED AT
CONFIRMS
OUR 6 MONTH SURVEY THAT
THE SAME FREQUENCIES IN
PULSING AND OR ANY OTHER TYPE OF
POINT HEREIN-AND-WE
ACTIVI'IY
HAS NOT OCCURRED ON FRESPEAK ENGLISH (EVEN THE
QUGNCY 169443 MHz.
QUEEN'S ENGLISH") SO DONT
BE HESITANT TO USE THAT
LANGUAGE IN THE COURSE
REGARDS,
.OFTRANSMISSIONS. I SALUTE
~04a20.
YOU FORYOUR INTERESTAND
CONCERNABOUTTHE PEOPLE MISSSAGE ENDS
O F THE WORLD THAT THEY MESSAGE ENDS
NOT BE MISLED BY LEADERS 878762323854762387456232
WHO WOULD POSSIBLY 987565
SHADETHETRUTH FROMTHE
M A S S E S I N ANY CIRCUMSTANCE. I AM DOUBLY HONORED THAT YOU WOULD USE
INCREDIBLY EXPENSIVETIME
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THIS DEMAND AND RESPONSE ONES OF YOUR ORGANIZASO'I'HAT HE NO LONGER MIS- TIONS-IT IS WONDROUS INlNFoRMSANYoFTHEPUBLIC
DEED, TO SEE THAT YOUR
ANY OF WORK HAS COME TO THE
OUR "JolNT"
LEVEL 0 F SERVING THE
I
PEOPLE FOR IT IS SO OFTEN
OF ANY RESPONSIBILITY IN UNRECOGNIZED.
COL.
THE MATTER FOR I ASSUME
FULL RESPONSIBILITY FOR OLIVER NORTH HAS POINTED
ALL ACTIONS TAKEN BY THIS OUT THIS FLAW IN THE SYSCOMMAND. I, FURTHER, WILL TEM SO OFTEN-THATYOU OF
REQUIRE THAT THIS INFOR- THE INTELLIGENCE COMMUMATION BE IMMEDIATELYAND NITY WORK WITHOUT RECOGPUBLICLY DISCLOSED BY AU- NIT10N AND TH ERE FO RE,
DIBLE STATEMENT AT E A C ~PUBLIC APPRECIATION AND
AND EVERY SUBSEQUENT HONOR. RECOGNIZING HOW
MEETING IN WHICH OUR PAINFUL IT WAS FOR THE
WORK IS MENTIONED FOR I TROOPS OFVIErl'NAMTOHAVE
BELIEVETHIS IS THE PROPER BEEN SO OVERLOOKED IN
PROCEDURE IN HANDLING THEIR SERVICE TO THEIR NASUCH "ORDERSnACCORDING TION AND THE TOTAL SACRITO PRIOR 'ORDERSn [REF: FICE OFTHE LIVES OFTROOPS
AMERICA WEST AIRLINES AND LEFT A S POWS AND MIAs AFOTHER PUBLISHING INFOR- TER ALL RECENT WARS-I DO
MATION
REGARDING .
"BANNED" AND "CONFISCATED" PUBLICATIONS]. I
HAVE A WARPED (NO PUN INIn addition to audio tapes of
TENDED) "THRUST SYSTEM"
meetings with Commander
BUT IT APPEARS TO METHESE
Hatonn, THE WORD is now offering written transcriptions of
ASSAULTS UPON OUR WORK
some taped topics.
"GIVES" CREDIBILITY RATHER
Donations to cover the costs
THAN "DISTRACTSn FROM
of tapes are $4.00 for one tape,
SAME.
AS
IN
$6.00 for two tapes and $2.50
POINT, HOWEVER, I SHALL
per tape for three or more. The
transcriptions are $3.00 each.
ALSO REQUESTTHATGEORGE
(Mexico or Canada add $0.25
GREEN SEE TO IT THAT THIS
and other foreign countries add
INFORMATION IS
$0.50 per tape or transcription.)
FORTH WHEN ANY PUBPostage is included in tape and
LICATION OF AMERICA WEST
transcription prices.
Since we are not set up to
BY ONE JOHN COLEMAN IS
take
credit card orders, please
REFERENCED, FOR I WAS INsend
check or money order to:
VOLVED WITH THOSE PUBLITHE WORD, P.O. Box 6194,
CATIONS AND WISH NO MISTehachapi, CA93582. Call 805LEADING INFORMATION TO
822-4176 if you have questions.
If you desire to automatiREFLECT ON SAID PARTY OR
cally
receive tapes from future
ON COMMAND, AS WELL AS
meetings,
please send at least a
THE PUBLISHER IN POINT. I
$ j O donation from which tape
TRUST
MEETS WITH
costs will be deducted. We will
YOUR APPROVAL FOR WE DO
try to notify you as your balance
reaches zero.
NOT WISH TO CAUSE PROBSpecialOrder tapes arenoted
LEMS FORTHE INTELLIGENCE
below by * and are not automatiSERVICES
ARE So
cally sent since this material is
INGLY
NAeither already in print or will be
TIONS IN THIS TIME OF TOTAL
soon. Available written transcriptions
are noted by #.
CONFOUNDMENT. I CONTINUThe
following is a complete
ALLY EFFORT TO BRING ATlist
of
meeting
dates with the
TENTION TO YOUR SERVICE.
number oftapes in bold in parenI Do
theses andmentioningifthe meetOUR
inghasaspecialfocus:
HUMBLE OFFERINGS To A
2/22/92(4); 3/14/92(4);
PUBLIC SO OFTEN MISLED BY

WISH TO DO MY PART IN MAKINGYOUR EFFORTS PUBLICLY
NOTED. MAY THE FORCE BE
WITH YOU!
I ASK, IN ADDITION, THAT
GEORGEGREENATTENDCOPIES OF THESE DOCUMENTS
TO ALL SURVEILLANCE HEADQUARTERS WHICH CAN BE
LOCATED WITHOUT BREAKING SECRECY AND/OR NATIONAL SECURITY-I ASSUME
THAT MR. GATES SHOULD BE
FIRST IN OFFICIALSTATUSVIA
"PRECISION MAILn. PERHAPS
A COPY SHOULD BE ALSO DIRECTED TO MR. STICKNEY AT
FEMA SINCE THE IMMEDIATE
EXERCISES WITHIN THE NATIONAL UNITED STATES ARE
UNDER FULL ANDTOTALCONTROL OF FEMA AND EXECUTIVE ORDER REGULATIONS.

Tapes & Transcriptions

'L

GOOD DAY, AND WITH
BESTREGARDSTOYOU,ALSO,
SIR,
I SALUTE YOUR GRACIOUS
AND WILLING WORK
BEYOND THE CALL O F
DUTY (EVEN IF IT COULD
BE CONSTRUED AS A BIT
EXPENSIVE TO THE TAXPAYERS OFTHE NATION AS
A WHOLE).
SIGNING OFF TO CLEAR:

5783845478357894691946796
31n891466n867646
MESSAGE ENDS
MESSAGE ENDS

W2254783267458323267878
565789
46738954773858
S'XWW783V89W19467%3
1778944657783
1
67646

'SURVNING THE AIDS
PLAGUE
By Taki Anagnoston, M. D.
$14.95 339ppTrade Paper

...

312 1/92(2); 3/28/92(1); 4/4/92(3);
4/12/92(2) a talk at local Cornmunity Church;
4/13/92(1) # "What is a Smite?";
4/17/92(1) # "Who Were the First
Christians?";
4/25/92(2) * # "The Photon Belt";
4/26/92(3);
5/1/92(1) V L . ~i~~~
~ and The Bigger Plan";
5/2/92(3);
5/8/92(2) radio talk show;
5/9/92(4);
511 1/92(3) * "Silent Weapons For
quiet Wars,l;
5113/92(3) meeting with European
visitors over lunch;
5/16192(3); 5/23/92(2);
5/30/92(3)* "The Divine Plan and
Places In Betweenntapes 1-3;
611/92(3); 6/4/92(2);
6/6/92(4); 6113/92(3); 6/21/92(3).
6/27/92(2);
6/28/92(2) radio program, KTKK,
salt ~~k~ city, n;
6/30/92(3)* ,,The Divine Plan and
Places In Between" tapes 4-6;
7/4/92(2) radio Program, KT=,
Salt Lake City, UT;
7/12/92(3);
7118/92(2) radio program, KT=,
Salt Lake City, UT;
7/26/92(3).

ISBN: 0-922356-44-0
Learn about AIDS from the intensive
research of an M.D. Discover what
AIDS really is The economics of
AIDS Mans h u e : AIDS cure or
extinction? Precaution to take to protect yourself What out Government,
Organized medicine, Hospitals and
Physicians are doing about AIDS.

-

-

-

-

AIDS: THE LAST
GREAT PLAGUE
By Sananda, Hatoan, Ashtar,
Nikola Tesla, & Walter Russell
$10.00 150pp Trade Paper
ISBN: 0-922356-04-1
InthissoberingJOURNALthe MANmade originof AIDS aswell as MANY

...

other viruses is revealed. Implicated
in this Conspiracy for population reduction through the spread of AIDS
are the "WorldHealth Organizationn
through its Small Pox Vaccination
program in Africa and The "Public
Health Servicenthrough its Hepahtis
B study on Homosexual men in New
York, Los Angeles and San Francisco. Leam who is behind this biological warfare againsthumanity, why
vaccines will never work and why
there is no such thing as "safe"sex.

TO ORDER CONTACT
AMERICA WEST

PUBLISHERS
a Nevada corporation
1-800-729-4131
.

..

I
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To download the PHOENIX LIBERATOR from your computer or to
leave a public message, simply dial (by modem):
(805) 822-1309 for the free Patriot Information/
PHOENIX LIBERATOR Bulletin Board.
Set your computer for 2400 or 9600 baud N-8-1.
The board uses Procorn+ and most of the files are in zipped (or compressed)
format using the program PKZIP.
Information contained on this BBS concerns individual rights, legal briefs of
all kinds, constitutional and related matters, rare treatises on freedom, some of
Hatonn's daily writings,PHOENIX LIBERATORS and much more.
THE LIBERATOR and Hatonn's writings are in MS Word 5.0
If you try to enter the BBS through Windows, it won't work
If you have any questions or problems, call
The System Operator, Rick Martin, at (805) 822-9545.
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Spread the WORD

HOENIX JOURNALS: TANGLED WEBS SERIES
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T a w A G m
DWEBS V0L.H
$10.00 By Hatonn

...

--

'

--

Hatonn exposes the history of worldwide CIA covert
operations, referred to as "Clandestine Services", beginning in the early 1950's through the 1970's as presented
by two fonner insiders. Other Topics: CIA involvement with Cuban exile groups and Bay of Pigs veterans
Some of the CIA "Proprietary" Organizations and
Corporations. Plus current events.

-

F O R a S OF 'I'HE ENl3MY wITmN
TANGLED W m VOL. V
$10.00...By HatondAton

--

Hatorn presents the history and
of the CIA
also called the "Cult of htelligen~e",s ~ I I c1952,
~
aS
present* by two former h ~ i d e n(1and A) who
remi3inan0nym0u~fortheirprotection. Relatedtopia:
Oliver Stone and JFK - Psychological warfare Espionage and Counterespionage - Bush and CIA connection
- National Security Act.

-

Hatonnunveilsourenemies uponthe planet. This volume
,,tinues
with the exposure of CIA evil deeds and HOW
the leaders of this elite organization have controlled and
the internal sociomomic and politial
affairs of the U.S.A. and many other countries, plus
Other Topics.

SILENT BLOOD SUCKERS OF THE
TANGLED WEBS - - VOL. VI
$10.00 By HatonnIAton

THE MOTHER OF ALL WEBS,
TANGLED WEBS
VOL. III

--

$10.00 ...By Hatonn
Hatonn outlines the history of worldwide CIA operations,
including the "ideals" adopted and enforced by CIA
leaders and operatives,their methods of influence in world
affairs and how they escape scrutiny by the American
people. Some Topics: CIA operatives McCone,
McNamara, Helms and Dulles The Eaton Study Successes and Failures of CIA operations - Presidential
interest in CIA - Henry Kissinger - George Bush, Zapata
Offshore Oil Company and the CIA - Tavistock Institute.

-

0 ~ ~924
7 213'i

OSEN THE KNOTS AND TANGLES
GLED WEBS VOLUME N
$10.00 ...By Hatonn

...

$10.00 By Hatonn
Hatonn mealsthe tangledwebsof deceitwoven throughout all religions. Topics imdude: The Holy War-Origins
of the Christian doctrine Desecration of Judaism The
role of British Freemdsoary New Age Deception and
what is meant by the ONE WORLD CHURCH. Also
included are updates on current world events.

".)

-

Hatonn winds up the exposure of the tangled webs of evil
power and deceit perpetrated by the CIA as unfolded by
two former "insiders". Some Topics: National Security
Intelligence Directives (NSCID) codified in 1959 and
since expanded How CIA hides budget from Congress The 40 Committee's role in the CRAFT OF MTELLI-

-

GENCE-NationalSecurityCouncilheadHenryKissinger

- Presidential approval of CIA operations: NEVER on

paper.

f[

PHOENLX OPERATOW
OWNERMANUAL
By Sanrnda, Lord Michael, St.
Germain...S10.0@

**OPERATOWOWNER
MANUAL ON TAPE
$20.08 ...(FOUR TAPES)

.

This~~~lltaius~ctioasan
rules to live by which will keep you

firmly on the lighted path of God. TEe
Cosmic Brothers explain that by un&rEtandingaadlivingbyOod'sLawsof
Balance,youwillobtainyourticketfa
graduation off of this p
Ph e n - ~
sion. 'Ihismanual presents the Eighteen
Cosmic Lsws of Balance of God including The Highest Law of The Creation,
How to Recognk the AntiUuist Within,
Understanding Personal Responsibility
and the Twelve Deadly Sins (Em).

SATAN'S DRUMMERS
By Sananda...$10.00
In thisdeeplydisturbqJOURNAL,Jesus
Sananda exposes the truth about the energy called "Satan",the adversaryto God
of Light. Satan's fall from status as
"Lucifer" is outlined. We learn how to
recognize evil and how to protect ourselves from it. Satan's presence is documented within "SatanicCults" with spe-

1

cific cases of demonic possession, control, murder, sexual perversion and ritual
sacrifice of babies, children and animals.
Topics include: Satan's Beginning Satanic Commandments - Witchcraft
Satanic Symbols & Music.
TO ORDER CONTACT
AMERICA WEST
PUBLISHERS
a Nevada corporation

1-800-729-4 131

1
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Our New Look

P H O E N E JOURNALS LIST

Regular r e a d e r s of THE
PHOENlX LlBERATOR have

p r o b a b l y noticed v a r i o u s
changes i n appearance a n d
presentation of the p a p e r
over the past several weeks.
These changes will continue
for awhile and are o n e visible result of C o m m a n d e r
Hatonn's r e s t r u c t u r i n g of
THE IJBERATOR'S management and operations.
Another change i s our official b u s i n e s s name, now
THE PHOEMX LEIERATOR,
INC.O u r n e w address is:

THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED THE PHOENIX
JOURNALS BY ENTITIES FROM
HIGHER REALMS TO ASSIST
HUMANKIND IN UNDERSTANDING HOW TO MOVE THROUGH
THE 'TIMES O F TRIBULATION" THAT ARE UPON US.

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS
NAME IMMANUEL, I AM
SANANDA
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL
REMOVED
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC
DISASTER
5. FROM HERE TO-ARMAGEDDON
6. SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN
FEET FROM HELL
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
9. SATAN'S DRUMMERS
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE
PHOENIX
13. SKELETONS IN THE
CLOSET
14. RRPP - RAPE, RAVAGE,
PILLAGE AND PLUNDER OF
THE PHOENIX
15. RAPE O F THE CONSTITUTION
16. YOU CAN SLAY THE
DRAGON
17. THE NAKED PHOENIX
18. BLOOD AND ASHES
19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON
20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION
2 1. CREATION, THE SACRED

THE PHOEIWY LIBERATOR
28 10 W. Charleston Blvd.
Suite G6723
Las Vegas, NV 89102.
This address is for mail
processing only for subscriptions, c o m m e n t s or
general communications.
Our new phone nurnber is 1-800-800-5565.
T h i s r e s t r u c t u r i n g has
been gradually implemented
to relieve America West Publishers (already overworked
w i t h book and JOURNAL
publishing activities, p l u s
speaking engagements) from
a growing burden they graciously carried from the time
of THE LIBERATOR'S inception and evolvement from the
smaller newsletter called the
PHOENIX J O U R N A L EXPRESS. T h e EXPRESS, i n
turn, e v o l v e d f r o m T H E
PHOENIX JOURNALS as a
mode for more rapid delivery
of communications t h a n the
JOURNALS could provide.
Again, please note our
new mailing address is for
MAIL PROCESSING ONLY
and not for "stoppingby".
Please know that your w a r m
notes of s u p p o r t and other
s h a r i n g s are appreciated and
treasured bevond our abilitv
to-adepuatel$ express, or often, even acknowledge under the work load of our pro-

l

y o u for being there at just
the right t i m e s and at just
the right places, e l s e w e
would certainly have
s t u m b l e d and fallen along
the way. And, as cornmander Hatonn put it, above
all, the sharing and the cari n g are r e d l y w h a t this i s dl
about.
--The Editors

UNIVERSE
- - - - -- - - -

23. BURNT OFFERINGS
24. SHROUDS O F THE SEVENTH SEAL
25. THE BIlTER COMMUNION
26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS
THE ANTI-CHRIST BY
ANY NAME: KHAZARS

I

MANUAL
28. OPERATION SHANmRM
29. END O F THE MASQUERADE
30. MATTER N W - M A n E R
38. THE DARK CHARADE
39, THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE

THE HOLOCAUST VOL. 11
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A
PIJVEI'
ZIONISM Is RACISM
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. 11
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. 111
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR is
published by THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR, Inc., 2810 W .Charleston
Blvd. Suite G6723 Las Vegas, NV
89102.
Subscription orders may beplaced by
mail to the above address or by phone
VOL. I
to 1-800-800-5565. ~ubs&ptionrates
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
are: $20 for 13 issues (US); $22
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
(Canada/Mexico); $30 (Foreign); or
26 issues for $40 (US); $44 (Canada1
EX 1. PHOENIX JOURNAL EXMexico); $60 (Foreign); or 52 issues
PRESS VOLUMES I & I1 (BOOK)
for $75 (US); $80 (Canada/Mexico);
$15.00
$1 10 (Foreign).
EX 2. PHOENIX JOURNAL EXDuantitv Subscri~tions:$97.50 for 25
PRESS VOLUMES I11 & IV
(BOOK) $15.00
copies of 13 issues; $135. for 50 copEX 3. PHOENIX JOURNAL EXies of 13 issues (US); $250 for 100
PRESS VOLUMES V & VI
copies, of 13issues (US); $500 for 100
(BOOK) $15.00
copies of 26 issues (US); or $1,000 for
EX %PHOENIX JOURNAL EX100 copies of 52.issues (US). UPS
PRESS VOLUMES XI11 & XIV
postpaid Continental US. Alaska, HI.,
(BOOK) $20.00
EX 5.PHOENIX JOURNAL EXCanada, Mexico and Foreign, call or
PRESS VOLUMES XV & XVI
write for shipping charges.
(BOOK) $25.00
Single copies of back issues of THE
PHOENIX LIBERATOR or EXFOR INFORMATION CONTACT:
PRESS are $1.50 each. Quantityback
issue prices are wfollows: 1- 10 copies
America West Publishers,
$1.50; 11-50 copies $15.00; 51-100
a Nevada corporation
copies $25.00. Shipping included,
P.O. Box 2 2 0 8
Carson City, Nevada, 87702
postpaid in the Continental U.S.A.
1-800-729-4131
Alaska, Hawaii, Canada & Foreign
orders please call or write for additional shipping charges.
'

--

Co~vriahtStatement
COPYRJGHT1992 by THE PHOENE
LIBERATOR, Inc. Reproduction of this
newspaper for private, non-profit use is
expressly encouraged, as long as the content and integrity is not altered. For wmmercial purposes, reproduction is strictly
forbidden until permission is granted in
writing from THE PHOEMX LIBERATOR, Inc.
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H o w long a
minuteisdepends o n w h i c h
side of the bathr o o m door

1'

